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ABSTRACT

The EFSA Panel on Contaminants in the Food Chain (CONTAM Panel) has endorsed its draft Scientific Opinion on the risks to public health related to the presence of acrylamide (AA) in food. The opinion has undergone a public consultation from 1 July 2014 to 15 September 2014. Overall, EFSA has received 120 comments from various interested parties including national agencies, academia, industry and individuals in their private capacity. This report summarises the outcome of the public consultation, and lists and provides a brief summary of the comments received and how they were taken into account when finalising the Scientific Opinion for adoption.
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SUMMARY

The current report summarises the outcome of the web-based public consultation that was held on the draft Scientific Opinion on the risks to public health related to the presence of acrylamide (AA) in food prepared by the EFSA Panel on Contaminants in the Food Chain (CONTAM Panel). The consultation took place from 1 July 2014 to 15 September 2014.

As a result of the consultation, 120 comments were received from 23 different parties, including national agencies and governmental bodies, industry and industry associations, academia and individuals in their private capacity.

This report lists all the comments received, including comments on a specific topic submitted twice by the same organisation but under a different section. It provides a brief summary of the comments and explains how they were addressed by the CONTAM Panel and the opinion revised. The updated version was discussed and adopted by the CONTAM Panel on 30 April 2015 during its 71st Plenary meeting, and published on the EFSA Journal (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

EFSA thanks all stakeholders for their valuable contributions.
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BACKGROUND AS PROVIDED BY EFSA
In December 2012, the European Commission asked EFSA to for a Scientific Opinion on the risk to human health related to the presence of acrylamide (AA) in food. Considering that the risk assessment was of a sensitive nature and of particular interest to the public and scientific community, it is deemed appropriate to undertake a public consultation on the draft Scientific Opinion before its final adoption by the CONTAM Panel. The public consultation should last at least 6 weeks.

TERMS OF REFERENCE AS PROVIDED BY EFSA
In line with EFSA’s policy on openness and transparency, and in order for EFSA to receive comments from the scientific community and stakeholders, EFSA shall release the draft Scientific Opinion on AA in food for public consultation.

Upon completion of the public consultation, a technical report will be prepared aiming at compiling the comments received and at explaining how these will be addressed in the final scientific output.
CONSIDERATION

1. Introduction
The draft Scientific Opinion on the risk to human health related to the presence of acrylamide (AA) in food was prepared and endorsed for public consultation by the EFSA Panel on Contaminants in the Food Chain (CONTAM Panel) on 15 May 2014. The public consultation lasted 10 weeks, from 1 July 2014 until 15 September 2014. This report provides a summary of the written comments received and how they were considered by the CONTAM Panel for revising the opinion.

As a result of the web-based public consultation on the draft opinion on AA in food a total of 194 entries were received. For the sake of completeness, EFSA has also taken into account submissions done by email, even though this was explicitly excluded in the instructions for this public consultation on the EFSA website. Further analysis of the entries showed a number of illegible and empty entries (n = 71) and duplicate submissions by the same organisation (n = 3), which lead to a total of 120 comments. These comments are listed in Appendix A of this report. Comments on a specific topic submitted twice by the same organisation but under a different section were kept for transparency.

The comments were submitted by 23 interested parties including academia, industry and industry associations, national agencies/authorities, other organisations and individuals in their private capacity. Comments submitted formally on behalf of an organisation appear with the name of the affiliation, otherwise they are listed anonymously. The comments are listed in the same language as submitted.

The working group on AA discussed all the comments received and took them into account when revising the draft opinion. Many of the comments received were deemed appropriate and contributed to an enhancement in the scientific quality and clarity of the opinion, and thus the opinion was revised accordingly, providing additional clarifications and explanations. A summary of the main comments received (shown in italics in the next sections) and how they were addressed by the CONTAM Panel is given below. Some comments, especially those suggesting editorial changes, have been directly addressed in the text of the opinion, if they were considered appropriate (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

The CONTAM Panel would like to thank all the parties for their helpful contributions.

2. General comments
2.1. Comments related to the scope of the draft opinion
Some of the comments suggested the draft opinion should have focus on the evaluation of the mitigation measures and effects in the exposure estimates.

In the present situation (after 12 years of broad research), the most useful work of EFSA would be the evaluation of options for mitigation and estimation of their effect on exposure for the concerned groups of consumers (see comment 9 in Appendix A)

The CONTAM Panel notes that the evaluation of mitigation measures and estimation of their effects on the exposure of the population was not included in the terms of reference for this Scientific Opinion, and were therefore not addressed in the risk assessment. The evaluation of mitigation measures and their effects are, in this specific case, considered to be under the remit of the European Commission.

The EFSA opinion on AA summarizes the current status of potential mitigation measures including the FoodDrinkEurope Toolbox. Where possible, it also describes where mitigation measures resulted
in a decrease of AA levels, such as in the case of various German ‘Signalwerte’. However, a European wide evaluation of their effects on dietary exposure is not feasible as respective occurrence data are incomplete and the exposure especially from home prepared food cannot be controlled.

Implement state monitoring and supervision over the quality and innocence of the drinking water.: (i) give to the water qualification of product category, (ii) Provide supervision, control and monitoring over producing food, alcohol, nonalcoholic, semi processed goods and carbon dioxide, (iii) Work out the plan for ruling the critical situation, including establishing the crisis ruling group. (iv) Take preventive and coordinating measures considering general principles of food innocence in order avoid risks. (v) Systematically inform population about high risk or harmful food. (vi) Informing population about current issues of food innocence. (vii) Informing producers/distributers and customers about legal demands in the field of innocence food. (viii) Bring to light the facts of falsifications and taking measures (see comment 6 in Appendix A)

The CONTAM Panel notes that the content of this comment is outside the scope of this risk assessment on AA in food.

2.2. Comments related to initiatives for mitigation measures

A number of comments referred to particular initiatives for mitigation measures, or how the description of initiatives for mitigation measures was done in the draft opinion.

_The use of asparaginase for acrylamide mitigation has proven successful in a range of food products_ (see comments 14, 36 and 114 in Appendix A)

_The use of acrylamide-preventing yeast technology circumvents the need for a variety of acrylamide control and reduction practice that are logistically and technically challenging, as well as extremely costly_ (see comments 39, 40, 104 and 105 in Appendix A)

_Section 4.5 on ‘Initiatives for mitigation measures’ should be completed by successful measures which underline that improvements are feasible, such as those in Switzerland with regard to potato products. Use of asparaginase is another successful measure that was not adequately addressed_ (see comment 43 in Appendix A)

_It is important that risk-benefit tradeoffs be considered when considering specific mitigation strategies_ (see comment 44 in Appendix A)

As mentioned previously, the CONTAM Panel notes that the evaluation of the mitigation measures was out of the scope of the risk assessment as requested by the EC. In the draft opinion, as well as in the opinion (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015), a summary to provide an overview on the initiatives for mitigation measures is given. Moreover, the effects of adding asparaginase before heat processing have now been mentioned.

_The brochures designed to help food business operators to implement parameters of the toolbox that are relevant for specific sectors are available in 23 European languages._

_Industry has contributed to important DG research or national research programmes, such as Heatox and Prometheus as well as a project to control asparagine in wheat. Other efforts concern cooking instructions to help consumers reducing their exposure to acrylamide which is available in 28 languages_ (see comments 15 and 42 in Appendix A)

The comment is taken into account and the number of languages in which the brochures are available has been updated to the most recent information up to the date of publication of the opinion in Section 4.5 on ‘Initiatives for mitigation measures’. In addition, reference to research activities, such as
Referring to the description of the Yuan et al. (2014) study, it would appear that the technique as described would be impractical within current commercial settings, and would have some major impacts upon the organoleptic properties of the final foodstuffs. Given this uncertainty we would suggest that the text should be amended to read “The authors believe that optimal soaking treatments could effectively reduce the AA content while reasonably retaining the sensory attributes of the crisps” (see comment 37 in Appendix A).

The CONTAM Panel notes that the information on the impact of processing provided in Section 4.4.2 on ‘Impact on processing’ does not aim to be a comprehensive summary and is not meant to be taken as recommendations for possible mitigation measures. In order to clarify this, the Panel has indicated that the experiments described by Yuan et al. (2014) were performed under laboratory conditions (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

Regarding the description of the minimisation measures implemented in Germany it should be added that (i) “The far-reaching successes of the minimisation efforts undertaken in Germany are documented by the continuously lowered signal values (Raters, Matissek 2012), and that (ii) “The effectiveness of the minimisation measures implemented in potato crisp production in Germany since April 2002 is documented by the regularly updated weekly mean values (Raters, Matissek 2012)” (see comment 45 in Appendix A).

The CONTAM Panel acknowledges the information provided and has added some information on the effectiveness of the minimisation measures implemented in Section 4.5 on ‘Initiatives for mitigation measures’ (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

2.3. Comments related to the formation in food, impact of raw material, storage and processing on AA levels in food

A number of comments related to the formation of AA in food and the impact of raw material, storage and processing on the AA levels in food, as follows.

It is mentioned that AA-formation starts being relevant at temperatures above 120 °C but no reference is cited to support this. It is not really correct. More important (and hardly ever mentioned) is the absence of water, e.g. crust formation (see comment 7 in Appendix A).

The CONTAM Panel acknowledges the information provided and has therefore modified the text where appropriate to indicate the relevance of moisture content, e.g. in Section 1.3.3 on ‘Formation in food’ (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

Ammonium carbonate or ammonium bicarbonate used to raise dough increases the yield of the reaction to AA in bakery ware roughly 10 times. AA formation was substantial at temperatures as low as 80 °C. It was confirmed that the bakery ware and cereals with high AA contents are mostly made with these salts. Ammonium might also contribute to the high AA-formation in potato products. For many products it seems possible to avoid the use of ammonium carbonate, but for others, like gingerbread, it is essential for the product identity (see comment 18 in Appendix A).

The CONTAM Panel acknowledges the information provided and has therefore modified the text to indicate the specific relevance of ammonium carbonate or bicarbonate, e.g. in Section 4.4.2 on ‘Impact of processing’ (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

---

4 European Union-funded project ‘Heat-Generated Food Toxicants: Identification, Characterization, and Risk Minimization’.

5 European Union-funded Project ‘Process contaminants: mitigation and elimination techniques for high-quality food and their evaluation using sensors and simulation’.
Elimination is neglected in the draft opinion. Elimination may be as determinant for the final AA concentration as formation (which is usually recognized for coffee) (see comment 19 in Appendix A)

The CONTAM Panel acknowledges the information provided and has included in Section 4.4.2 on ‘Impact of processing’ some information on the formation and reduction of AA levels during coffee roasting (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

Information is provided on a study to clarify the impact of storage on the formation of acrylamide after frying (see comment 34 in Appendix A)

The CONTAM Panel acknowledges the information provided. However, the Panel notes that a general overview of the impact of potato varieties and storage conditions on the levels of AA is given in Section 4.4.1 on ‘Impact of raw material and storage’, and does not consider it necessary to add reference to this particular study.

Information is provided on the relevance of frying temperatures and time in the preparation of French fries (see comment 38 in Appendix A)

The CONTAM Panel acknowledges the information provided and has included the results from the study of Fiseli et al. (2006) to reflect on the relevance of the frying temperature in Section 4.4.2 on ‘Impact of processing’ (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

2.4. Comments related to the structure, order and clarity of the description of the studies

Some comments related to the structure and order in the description of the studies, and to the overall clarity of the draft opinion, as follows:

The use of AA as an abbreviation for acrylamide seems unnecessary and makes the document harder to read (see comment 1 in Appendix A)

The CONTAM Panel considers that the use of the abbreviation AA to refer to acrylamide in its risk assessment is appropriate.

In the section on hazard identification and characterisation the Panel’s conclusions and discussions frequently appear within the body text rather than as a distinct numbered subsection. This format means that it is, in some instances, difficult to read and digest the information that is being presented (see comment 66 in Appendix A)

Most sections of the hazard identification and characterisation chapter contained a distinct separate sub-section named ‘conclusions’. In other cases, a concluding paragraph was available but with no distinct sub-section named ‘conclusions’. The comment has been taken into account, and the opinion (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015) has been modified accordingly to include a distinct section on conclusions for all sub-chapters in the hazard identification and characterisation.

In the reproductive and developmental toxicity section it is recommended to clearly separate the older studies (i.e., those performed before the JECFA assessment in 2005) from the more recent studies. For older studies a short, general description might be sufficient, and the section should concentrate on describing and discussing more recent studies, that are, in fact, those providing more reliable and accurate information (see comments 71 and 78 in Appendix A)

The CONTAM Panel does not agree that as a general rule recent studies are those providing more reliable and accurate information, and for the risk assessment considered all the evidence available. For the purpose of the description of the studies, the Panel summarised those described in previous evaluations briefly, and when necessary made a more detailed description. In the opinion (EFSA
The section on mode of action for endocrine/reproductive toxicity mode of action discusses possible endocrine-related (as well as non-endocrine) mechanisms of reproductive/developmental effects, therefore the title of the section should be reproductive/developmental toxicity. In addition, the section is difficult to follow: what is the rationale of the sequence by which studies are presented and discussed? A more readily understandable sequence would help the reader to agree with the conclusion of the draft opinion (see comments 81 and 82 in Appendix A).

The CONTAM Panel notes that Section 7.3.6.5 of the draft opinion does not discuss the mode of action for developmental toxicity, but focuses on the mode of action of both thyroid and reproductive toxicity of AA. For the sake of clarity the content has been divided into two sections (7.3.6.5 on ‘Mode of action of thyroid toxicity’, and 7.3.6.6 on ‘Mode of action of reproductive toxicity’) to provide a better structure of the studies described (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

With regard to the analysis of epidemiological studies, the report lists all cancers observed in epidemiological studies one after the other. While this approach has the advantage of systematically analysing lines of evidence in response to a specific issue, it can cause the corpus of data and publications to become over-fragmented, ultimately meaning that there is not sufficient perspective to judge a set of arguments that may be a part of a continuum of similar effects (see comment 91 in Appendix A).

The CONTAM Panel notes that in the draft opinion, besides the description of the cancers studied one after the other, there was a section on ‘discussion and conclusions’ that considered the epidemiological evidence as a whole. To make this clearer and also according to previous comments, the opinion (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015) has been modified to include two distinct sections on (i) considerations on the interpretation of the epidemiological studies and on (ii) the conclusions from the CONTAM Panel.

The recommendations made by the CONTAM Panel are very important and should receive greater emphasis within the abstract and within the summary (see comments 2 and 11 in Appendix A).

The CONTAM Panel notes that the recommendations made were already included in the Summary of the draft opinion. The maximum length of the abstract of the opinion is specified by the EFSA Journal rules, and concentrates on the results of the risk assessment.

In Section 1.1 the description of the results of the DTU report on the monitoring of AA in food during the period 2004-2011 may suggest that cocoa has been identified in Denmark to be a major contributor. In the original Danish report it says the contribution from potato products is ‘followed by coffee and cocoa at 30 % of which coffee contributes the most, and it is suggested this is indicated in the opinion (see comment 17 in Appendix A).

The CONTAM Panel has modified the sentence referring to the National Food Institute (Technical University of Denmark) (DTU) report in Section 1.1, to indicate that for adults, the food categories contributing most to the intake were potato products, followed by coffee and cocoa, of which coffee contributed the most (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

In Section 2 it is stated that AA used in food contact materials is restricted by the generic specific migration limit of 60 mg/kg of food. This is wrong: AA must not be detectable in food, whereby the detection limit is 0.01 mg/kg (see comment 20 in Appendix A).

The CONTAM Panel acknowledges the information provided, and Section 2 on ‘Legislation’ has been modified to indicate that Commission Regulation (EU) No 10/2011 of 14 January 2011 on plastic...
materials and articles intended to come into contact with food stipulates that AA shall not migrate in detectable quantities, whereby a detection limit of 0.01 mg substance per kg food is applicable (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

In Section 4.2 reference is made to the 2012 EFSA monitoring report to state that ‘coffee and coffee substitutes’ has showed increasing levels during the period from 2007 to 2010. The original report indicates this trend analysis is based on the data for instant coffee only and on a very small data base. The trend analysis is driven by lower than realistic mean levels for 2007 and 2008. In addition, the small 2010 database is influenced by one single outlier with an extraordinary high acrylamide level. Industry data as provided to EFSA does not confirm a trend of increasing levels in instant coffees over time. It is suggested to remove the reference to coffee in the statement (see comments 32, 33 and 35 in Appendix A)

The CONTAM Panel finds it appropriate to delete the reference to specific food categories when describing the time trend analysis performed in EFSA (2012) due to the limitations in the available data.

2.5. Comments related to missing references

Some comments indicated certain references were not mentioned in the draft risk assessment (comments 66, 87, 96 and 113 in Appendix A). Some of those references, i.e. Luján-Barroso et al. (2014) and Hogervorst et al. (2014), were indeed included and considered in the draft opinion. Others, i.e. Virk-Baker et al. (2014) and Obón-Santacana et al. (2014), were published after 5 May 2014, the cut-off date of the literature review for the draft opinion. Other references indicated were published before the cut-off date, i.e. Mannaa et al. (2006), Clement et al. (2007), Naruszewicz et al. (2009) and Xu et al. (2014). The study by Mannaa et al. (2006) was not cited in the draft opinion since, as indicated in Section 7.3.6.4, only an overview of the publications dealing with the potential protective effects reported for drugs, natural compounds and other chemicals towards biochemical and adverse effects of AA and GA was given in Table H1 (Appendix H) including only studies published from 2010 onwards. For the sake of completeness, Clement et al. (2007) is now included under Section 7.3.6.7 on ‘Mode of action of accompanying effects’. For Naruszewicz et al. (2009), the CONTAM Panel noted this was a pilot study but for the sake of completeness has now included the relevant information in Section 7.2.2.2 on ‘Use of Hb adducts as biomarkers’. The review by Xu et al. (2014) does not provide original information, but it has been cited in Section 4.4 on ‘Impact of raw material, storage and processing on AA levels in food’.

The evidence regarding the hazard identification and characterisation of AA available from the cut-off date of the draft opinion (5 May 2014) until 13 March 2015 has been considered in the final risk assessment (see Appendix B) according to the methodology described in EFSA CONTAM Panel (2015).

3. Specific comments

3.1. Occurrence and exposure sections

Comments were received on the occurrence and exposure sections of the draft opinion. The comments were grouped into categories as follows.

3.1.1. Comments related to the way of reporting the occurrence and exposure data

Both in the abstract and the summary product categories with the ‘highest levels’ are highlighted, but these are not always the products which contribute the largest amounts to dietary intakes. It is important to provide equal emphasis within the abstract and summary to those product categories which have been calculated to contribute significant amounts to dietary intake (see comments 2 and 11 in Appendix A)
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The information provided in the Abstract and Summary of the opinion (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015) has been completed to indicate the food category(ies) that was generally the main contributor to the total dietary exposure.

The grouping together of coffee and coffee substitutes in a single category is seen as inappropriate as these are independent sub-categories with different levels of AA and which need to be assessed separately (see comments 2, 3, 5, 8, 11, 13, 29, 101, 103 and 109 in Appendix A).

The CONTAM Panel wants to highlight that the food categories ‘Coffee’ and ‘Coffee substitutes’ were treated as separate food categories for the estimation of the exposure in the draft opinion. For the sake of clarity, the Panel agrees to refer separately to the two food groups when presenting the occurrence/exposure data throughout the opinion (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

The comparison of the levels of AA in ‘dry’ coffee and coffee substitute products (which are not consumed as such) with other products which are ready for consumption may be misleading. Comparison on a semi-finished product basis should be avoided. The comparisons of AA levels in different food categories should be made considering the food (or beverage) ‘as consumed’ (see comments 2, 5, 8, 11, 12, 101, 102 and 109 in Appendix A).

The Panel acknowledges that for ‘Coffee (dry)’ and ‘Coffee substitute (dry)’ products, the occurrence levels refer to the solid form and not to the diluted form ready for consumption, and in this sense, they cannot be strictly compared to levels observed in most of the other food categories ready for consumption. Almost all occurrence data available for ‘Coffee (dry)’ and ‘Coffee substitute (dry)’ were originally expressed on the solid form when submitted to EFSA. In addition, the dilution factor is highly variable depending on the type of coffee beverage consumed (from 0.017 for ‘Instant coffee, liquid’ to 0.125 for ‘Coffee drink, espresso’). The CONTAM Panel consequently decided to keep the description of the occurrence levels expressed on the solid form of the coffee and coffee substitutes products. The text was however revised in order to clearly indicate when it was referring to the solid form or to the diluted (as consumed) form (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

The term ‘coffee Americano’ is not a common term across Europe. It is proposed to replace the term with ‘drip filter coffee’ (see comments 47, 49, 55, 57, 115, 116, 119 and 120 in Appendix A).

The CONTAM Panel notes that ‘Coffee drink, café americano’ is a standard terminology used in the first version of FoodEx classification (EFSA, 2011). It does not refer to a specific mode of preparation of the coffee, but to coffee drinks of average or weak strength, which are more diluted than the ‘Coffee drink, espresso’. The CONTAM Panel decided not to change this standard terminology, but to clearly indicate the definition of ‘Coffee drink, café Americano’ in a footnote in Section 5.1 on ‘EFSA’s Comprehensive European Food Consumption Database’ (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

Is important to use consistent terminology throughout the draft Scientific Opinion and there should be a clear and consistent differentiation between ‘French fries’ and ‘potato crisps’. Extra care should be taken to clarify whether the reference in the text is to ‘Potato Crisps’ or to ‘Potato Fried Products’ (see comments 24 and 27 in Appendix A).

The CONTAM Panel notes that in Sections 4, 5 and 6 the terminology ‘Potato crisps’ was consistently referring to crunchy thin slices of deep-fried/baked potato usually eaten as snacks, whereas ‘French fries’ was referring to batons of deep-fried potato usually served as an accompaniment during a meal. This was defined in Section 4.1.2.3 on ‘Food description’. In other sections of the draft opinion that cited studies from the literature (e.g. Section 6.3 on ‘Previously reported human exposure assessments’), the original food name provided by the authors was used. In those sections, and in order to avoid misinterpretations, the name of the product according to the definitions above has now been specified in brackets, when possible. In addition, besides the paragraph in Section 4.1.2.3, an additional paragraph is now added at the beginning of the Scientific Opinion (Section 1 on ‘Introduction’) to clarify the terminology used (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).
For clarity it is suggested that where ‘Potato Fried Products’ are referenced as a standalone category, they should be referenced as ‘Potato Fried Products (except potato crisps and snacks)’ (see comments 24 and 27 in Appendix A).

Although it was already clearly stated in the opinion that the term ‘Potato fried products’ referred to potato fried products other than potato crisps and snacks, in order to increase clarity, the CONTAM Panel now used the term ‘Potato fried products (except potato crisps and snacks)’ (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

The occurrence data of food category 6.4 (Gingerbread and Lebkuchen) are used for speculaas in the baseline exposure scenario. This does not correspond to the real occurrence data for speculaas since 2010. It is more appropriate to use the occurrence data of food category 6.3 (Biscuits and wafers). Speculaas is a biscuit and the composition and processing are not comparable to the composition of gingerbread or lebkuchen (see comment 58 in Appendix A).

The CONTAM Panel acknowledges the information provided although noted it refers only to a few samples analysed with mean values ranging from < 200 to 346 µg/kg. Only this information and the limited number of samples submitted to EFSA for speculoos, did not allow moving speculoos from category 6.4, used by most of the data providers, to 6.3 as suggested. Moreover, the Panel notes that there were uncertainties in the reported data to EFSA by the data providers regarding the classification of products, such as speculoos. Due to the limited number of eating occasions for this latter food commodity across countries and age groups as reported in the European Comprehensive Food Consumption Database, this is expected to have a negligible impact on the exposure estimates.

The calculations performed in Section 6.2.3 do not appear to be about loyalty to a particular brand, but loyalty to a particular product category. It is suggested that the title of this section needs to more closely reflect the calculations that have been undertaken, e.g. Loyalty to particular product sub-type or category (see comment 64 in Appendix A).

The CONTAM Panel acknowledges that the terminology ‘brand loyalty’ in this context is not adequate since the exposure scenarios in this section reflect the loyalty to certain type of products rather than to a specific brand. The term ‘brand loyalty’ is now replaced by ‘preference for particular products’ (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

3.1.2. Comments related to the comparison of AA levels between food groups

Some comments received referred to the limitations when comparing the AA levels observed in different types of coffee.

It is stated that ‘roasted coffee’ was found to be less contaminated than ‘instant coffee’ on basis of the analysis of the ‘dry (as sold)’ products. This is less relevant than the comparison of the levels in the products ‘as prepared for consumption’, where both sub-categories are at a similar level (see comments 28, 30, 101 and 110 in Appendix A).

The CONTAM Panel notes that it is indeed important to highlight that the difference in occurrence observed when comparing coffee products on dry matter may be minimized when considering the different dilution factors for the respective coffee beverages. A sentence has been added to Section 4.1.3.6 on ‘Coffee (dry)’ (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

The comparison between ‘regular’ and ‘decaffeinated’ coffee is based on monitoring data and the regular and decaf subsets are not comparable due to different blends and roasting conditions. It is proposed to refer to the conclusion on the effect of decaffeination as included in the FoodDrinkEurope Toolbox (see comments 28 and 31 in Appendix A).

The CONTAM Panel notes that the comparison between the AA levels in regular and decaffeinated coffee as in the draft opinion is based on the observations of the occurrence data. The results should be
interpreted with caution due to the different numbers of samples, brands and roasting conditions. This is now indicated in the opinion. A reference to literature data showing the absence of decrease of AA level during the decaffeinating (Andrzejewski et al., 2004) has also been included in Section 4.1.3.6 (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

3.1.3. Comments related to the assumptions made for the exposure modelling

*It is recommended that EFSA reconsider whether 5% is the proper cut-off for assuming the potato was fried in consumer surveys (see comment 48 in Appendix A)*

In the exposure assessment, in the absence of any clear indication on the mode of preparation of the potatoes in the consumption surveys, it was assumed that if more than 5 % oil/fat was consumed during the same meal, then the potato was classified as ‘French fries and potato fried’. The CONTAM Panel acknowledges that some French fries can contain more than 10 % oil/fat, and that some non-fried potato products can contain more than 5 % oil/fat. However, in this assessment, the food group ‘French fries and potato fried’ did not include only ‘French fries’, but also ‘Potato croquette’ and ‘Roasted potato’. Some commercial products of ‘Potato croquette’ and ‘Roasted potato’ available on the European market are indicated to contain oil/fat at levels close to 5 %. In order to not underestimate the exposure levels of the European population, the cut-off value was consequently set at 5 %. The rationale for the selection of 5 % as cut-off value is reflected in Section 5.1 on ‘EFSA’s Comprehensive European Food Consumption Database’ (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

In order to quantify the uncertainties introduced by such an assumption, two extreme scenarios were considered. The first one assumed all the unspecified consumption events of potatoes as ‘French fries and potato fried’, and the other considered all the unspecified consumption events of potatoes as ‘Non fried potato products’ (for details see Section 6.2.4 on ‘Considerations on unspecified and/or raw potato products’ (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015)).

*The dilution factor used to recalculate from coffee substitutes (solids) to coffee substitutes (beverage) is not in accordance with actual market practice and advice for product preparation. The dilution factor should be 0.02 (see comments 56, 57, 118 and 120 in Appendix A)*

The CONTAM Panel acknowledges that according to actual market practice and advice for product preparation, a dilution factor of 0.02 applies to ‘as sold’ soluble coffee substitute products and in the same magnitude as the dilution factor for drip filter coffee (around 0.05) to ‘as sold’ roast and ground coffee substitute products. In addition, and after further investigations, the CONTAM Panel notes that the dilution factor of 0.125 used for ‘Coffee drink, espresso’ was not in line with actual advices for product preparation.

The CONTAM Panel has now updated the exposure assessment considering the dilution factors in Table 1. Regarding coffee substitutes beverages, in the absence of a distinction between those made from soluble coffee substitutes and those made of roasted coffee substitutes, the CONTAM Panel used the highest dilution factor of 0.05 in the calculations. The Panel highlights that the use of the updated dilution factors did not change the overall exposure estimates.
**Table 1:** Dilutions factors used in the draft opinion and updated dilutions factors used in EFSA CONTAM Panel (2015)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coffee and coffee substitutes beverage</th>
<th>Dilution factors used in the draft opinion (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2014)</th>
<th>Dilution factors used in the opinion (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coffee drink, espresso</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffee drink, café americano</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffee drink, cappuccino</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffee drink, macchiato</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iced coffee</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffee with milk</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instant coffee, liquid</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffee substitute beverage</td>
<td>0.125</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the exposure estimation to AA only the Lower Bound and the Upper Bound approach are used. Why not the Medium Bound (MB)? (see comment 62 in Appendix A)

The CONTAM Panel did not consider necessary to report medium bound (MB) exposure estimates since the estimates under the lower bound (LB) and upper bound (UB) scenarios were very close. The small range between the LB and UB exposure estimates is mainly due to the overall low number of left-censored data, and to the assumption used for both the LB and UB scenarios for the treatment of results below the limit of detection (LOD)/limit of quantification (LOQ) for the food and food groups with less than 60% of left-censored results. Mean occurrence values used for the assessment of the LB and UB dietary exposure to AA were estimated as follows (see WHO/IPCS, 2009; EFSA, 2010):

- In the LB exposure scenario, for food and food groups with more than 60% of left-censored results, the occurrence values below the LOD/LOQ were set at 0, while for food and food groups with less than 60% of left-censored results, occurrence values below the LOD/LOQ were set at half the LOD/LOQ.

- In the UB exposure scenario, for food and food groups with more than 60% of left-censored results, occurrence values below the LOD/LOQ were set at the LOD/LOQ, while for food and food groups with less than 60% of left-censored results, occurrence values below the LOD/LOQ were set at half the LOD/LOQ.

In order to add clarity, the description of the methodology has been revised in Section 6.1.2 on ‘Exposure calculation’ and in Appendix D (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

Regarding the left-censored management, why does EFSA refer to the WHO guidelines (GEMS/Food-EURO, 1995) and not to the Guidance of the EFSA Scientific Committee on a request from EFSA related to Uncertainties in Dietary Exposure Assessment (2006)? (see comment 59 in Appendix A)

The references to the guidelines for left-censorship management have now been updated to refer to World Health Organisation (WHO)/International Program on Chemical Safety (IPCS) (WHO/IPCS, 2009) and EFSA (2010). The CONTAM Panel notes that these references are based on the WHO Guidelines (GEMS/Food-EURO, 1995).
3.1.4. Comments related to the description of the exposure assessment and its methodology

In Section 6.1.2 on ‘Exposure calculation’ it is suggested to modify the sentence describing how the chronic exposure was estimated (see comment 60 in Appendix A).

The comment suggested to modify the following sentence: ‘Chronic exposure to AA was assessed at the individual level by multiplying the mean daily consumption for each food with the corresponding mean contamination, summing up the respective intakes throughout the diet, and finally dividing the results by the individual’s body weight’. The CONTAM Panel considers the suggested modification not appropriate since this sentence describes how the exposure is assessed at the individual level. At the individual level, the calculation is done in a deterministic manner, i.e. resulting in a single intake estimate by food, and then a single exposure estimate by individual, and not in a distribution of exposure. However, at the population level the method leads to a distribution of individual exposure levels. Therefore, the following sentence was revised in Section 6.1.2 of the opinion (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015): ‘This resulted in a distribution of individual exposures from which the mean as well as the 95th percentile were derived for each population group (i.e. [survey and age group] combinations).’

The exposure estimates in Table 8 appear very similar and it is not possible to determine if the levels are really different. Is it possible to comment on the uncertainties around the means? (see comment 61 in Appendix A)

Table 8 in Section 6.2.1 ‘AA exposure levels across the different population groups’ presents the minimum, median and maximum of the mean and 95th percentile exposure levels across the different surveys and age groups. The CONTAM Panel highlights that in order to estimate the exposure, a single ‘European’ mean occurrence level for each food item was used without taking into account possible variability between countries. Since AA is found in a number of commonly consumed foods, this can explain why the exposure estimates across surveys of the same age class do not differ considerably.

In section 6.2.2. the food groups contributing to the AA exposure are reported. However, this is an incomplete and selective summary, making it difficult to read. It would be very useful to provide a full report of the actual percentage contributions to exposure for each food group and each population category (see comment 63 in Appendix A).

The CONTAM Panel notes that the detailed information on the percentage of contribution of the food groups considered in the exposure estimates was given in Appendix F. The Panel finds it appropriate that only a summary of the most relevant findings is given in the main body of text (Section 6.2.2), where the reader is referred to Appendix F for more detailed information.

The use of the scenario modelling is appropriate but the base-line scenario is not sufficiently explained (see comment 54 in Appendix A).

The text in Section 6.1.3 on ‘Exposure scenarios’ has now been revised and a specific paragraph has been added to explain the baseline exposure scenario (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

Exposure estimates should go into two directions: (i) population-oriented estimates (as presented in the draft opinion) to conclude that the margin of exposure (MOE) indicates a concern; (ii) exposure modeled by scenarios of consumer habits (combinations of food consumption with estimated AA-concentrations). Scenarios enable the detection of extreme exposures that are missed by statistical approaches. In the present draft the modeling approach is not even addressed, even though important additional conclusions could be drawn – in particular it must...
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be assumed that for some consumers exposure is markedly higher than now assessed (see comment 53 in Appendix A)

Exposure assessments tend to underestimate home-made foods. It is questionable that the samples of “other potato fried products” reflect the full spectrum of products. This might explain the poor correlation between the estimated dietary exposure and internal biological markers (see comment 26 in Appendix A)

The comments suggest that the population-oriented estimates were not enough to detect extreme exposures, and mention the pertinence of modelling exposure through scenarios reflecting specific consumption behaviours. The CONTAM Panel considers such approach was implemented in the draft risk assessment, where a number of scenarios were designed in order to assess the impact of specific consumption habits on the exposure levels that were not reflected in the baseline exposure scenario. Such scenarios revealed that depending on consumers’ habits regarding the potato fried products, the exposure levels could be from 22 % lower and up to 80 % higher, than those estimated in the baseline exposure scenario. Consumer’s habits or preferences towards other types of products (potato crisps, coffee beverage and toasted bread) resulted in more limited variations of the exposure levels. Even higher exposure may occur especially given the variability in home-cooking practices and individual consumption preferences.

3.1.5. Comments related to the category ‘Coffee beverages’

It would be interesting to have more details on the data for ‘Unspecified coffee (Beverage)’ since this covers a significant number of samples (see comments 117 and 120 in Appendix A)

A detailed analysis of the EFSA Comprehensive European Food Consumption Database has been performed in collaboration with the data providers, in order to identify and correct some misclassification of coffee and coffee substitutes products (e.g. coffee powder codified as coffee beverage and vice versa) and also to describe more precisely the coffee beverage which were classified as ‘Unspecified coffee beverages’. The exposure assessment has now been updated according to these corrections (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

In addition, the assumption made on the remaining ‘Unspecified coffee beverages’ was revised. The average portion sizes (consumption level by occasion of consumption) of ‘Unspecified coffee beverages’ estimated across the surveys in the adults, elderly and very elderly age groups ranged from 103 to 332 mL. According to actual market practices and advices for product preparation, a ‘Coffee drink, espresso’ is 30–50 mL, whereas the other coffee beverages are in the range of 100–250 mL. Therefore, the exposure assessment has been updated assuming that the ‘Unspecified coffee beverages’ corresponded to beverages which are more diluted than ‘Coffee drink, espresso’ (see Section 5.1 on ‘EFSA’s Comprehensive European Food Consumption Database’ of EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

3.1.6. Other updates performed in the exposure assessment

Information from six new consumption surveys made available to EFSA after the endorsement of the draft opinion for public consultation has been considered and the exposure estimates updated accordingly. These new consumption surveys included two surveys on specific population groups (i.e. pregnant women and lactating women) (see Section 5.1 of EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

3.1.7. Comments related to the non-dietary exposure

Some comments related to the non-dietary sources of AA exposure and their consideration on the overall assessment as follows.

The section on ‘Potential non-dietary sources of exposure’ could be expanded, and should include quantitative data on other sources wherever possible (or note when this is not possible) which would allow for a better understanding of the contribution of dietary exposure and would
aid in interpreting the epidemiological studies and risk characterisation. This particularly relates to quantification of acrylamide exposures in smokers and also from environmental tobacco smoke. Data from studies that have measured haemoglobin adducts as an index of internal dose may be particularly helpful in this regard, but other analytical approaches could also be useful (e.g. estimation of inhaled doses, given measured concentrations in the air of workplaces) (see comment 65 in Appendix A)

The Risk Characterisation should be expanded to consider the context of other sources of exposure (see comment 60 in Appendix A)

It is recommended that a detailed analysis be made of kinetic differences between the inhalation and oral routes in humans, and also between human and animal exposures to investigate further the differences in susceptibility to tumours between species and following different routes of exposure (see comment 68 in Appendix A)

According to the terms of reference as provided by the European Commission, the risk assessment should address the human health risks related to the presence of AA in food and thus does not focus on other sources of exposure. The CONTAM Panel however considered the exposure to AA sources other than the diet in Section 6.4 of the draft opinion on ‘Potential non-dietary sources of exposure’. This section summarises the main aspects in relation to sources of exposure other than the diet, e.g. occupational exposure and smoking. More detailed data on the comparison of the levels of AA adducts in occupationally exposed populations, smokers and non-smokers have been now added (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015). The Panel notes that pharmacokinetic measurements or Physiologically Based Pharmacokinetic (PBPK) modelling exercises to evaluate the kinetic differences between oral and inhalation routes in humans or experimental animals are currently not available.

3.2. Toxicokinetics of AA

Some written comments were received on the toxicokinetics of AA as follows:

To what extent is AA metabolised by conjugation with glutathione and to what extent by epoxidation to glycidamide? Do you have information about this? If yes, could this information be implemented into the opinion? (see comment 4 in Appendix A)

The description of the metabolic pathways of AA in animals and humans were described in the draft opinion in Section 7.1.2 on ‘Metabolism’, including the available information on the extent of metabolism by conjugation with glutathione and by epoxidation to glycidamide (GA).

In the description of the NTP study on GA it is not clear the correspondence between the GA dose level and the AA intake that may produce that internal GA exposure (see comment 73 in Appendix A)

The NTP rodent bioassays were conducted using equimolar concentrations of AA and GA in the drinking water to facilitate direct comparisons and this has now been indicated in Section 7.3.2.1 (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015). The CONTAM Panel noted that both mice and rats convert a substantial fraction of the administered AA dose to GA, based on serum area under the curve (AUC) values (Table 17 of EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015). It is likely that this efficient metabolism to GA contributed to the similar tumour sites observed in mice and rats from either AA (see Tables 23 and 24, respectively) or GA dosing (Sections 7.3.4.1 and 7.3.4.2, respectively). The metabolic differences between species were explained in detail in Section 7.1.5.1 since the PBPK modelling results allow inter-species comparisons to be made. Based on the remarkably similar tumour incidences between AA- and GA-dosed rats and mice, the role for GA in genotoxicity is clear. However, since reproductive toxicity endpoints in AA-dosed rodents result from combined internal exposures to AA and GA, it is difficult to attribute quantitatively the contribution of each given that both AA and GA are reactive toward different target macromolecules, i.e. AA with proteins versus GA with DNA bases and proteins (see Section 7.3.6.6. on ‘Mode of action of reproductive toxicity’).
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Greater consideration could be given to potential impact of CYP2E1 being polymorphic in humans, highly inducible by alcohol, and expressed in Clara cells (see comment 68 in Appendix A)

The role of CYP2E1 in the metabolism of AA was extensively covered in the draft opinion, including the importance of alcohol consumption and polymorphism in humans. The CONTAM Panel notes that as no new publications on this subject are available, any further consideration would be speculation. The role of Clara cells, which only occur in lung (bronchiolar exocrine cells, more recently termed ‘club cells’), are not considered of relevance for the oral exposure to AA.

It is suggested to complete the description of the studies in Section 7.1.1 on placental transfer with the outcomes from the study by Pedersen et al. (2012) (see comment 69 in Appendix A)

The CONTAM Panel considered the additions of relevance to provide a comprehensive description of the outcomes of the studies and has therefore included the information in Section 7.1.1 on ‘Absorption and distribution’ (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

3.3. Comments related to biomarkers of exposure/effect

It is suggested to complete the description of the studies cited in Section 7.2.2.2. on ‘Hb adducts’ with the outcomes of the study by Pedersen et al. (2012) (see comment 69 in Appendix A)

The CONTAM Panel considered the additions of relevance to provide a comprehensive description of the outcomes of the studies and has therefore included the information in Section 7.2.2.2 of EFSA CONTAM Panel (2015). There is further description of the study of Pedersen et al. (2012) in Section 7.4.2.1 on ‘Epidemiological studies: pre-natal exposure’.

It is suggested to complete the information on the description of the study by Hochstenbach et al. (2012) regarding the correlations between AA-Hb and micronuclei and GA-Hb and micronuclei in cord blood of 45 male newborns (see comment 113 in Appendix A)

The CONTAM Panel has included now a description of this aspect of the study of Hochstenbach et al. (2012) in Section 7.2.4. Other aspects of this study are described in Section 7.4.2.2 (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

3.4. Repeated dose toxicity of AA in experimental animals

Some comments discussed the appropriateness of using the Harderian gland as reference point for the derivation of a BMDL_{10} value.

The Harderian gland is an appropriate tumour to use for the BMDL derivations. Whilst not present in humans, it was well established that tumours in this gland were typically associated with genotoxic carcinogens and therefore it was difficult to exclude them from an assessment of carcinogenic potential (see comment 70 in Appendix A)

As humans do not have Harderian gland, the relevance of using this endpoint to translate carcinogenic potential to humans is highly suspect. It seems more appropriate to use the BMDL_{10} values based on rodent mesothelioma or sarcomas models listed in Table 28 to develop MOE. It is recommended that EFSA reconsider whether the risk assessment should be based on the BMDL_{10} value derived from the Harderian gland of rodent (see comment 67 in Appendix A)

The CONTAM Panel considered that even though the Harderian gland is not present in humans, this rodent organ represents a sensitive endpoint for detecting compounds that are both genotoxic and carcinogenic, as reasoned in Section 7.5.2 of the draft opinion and in EFSA CONTAM Panel (2015). The Panel concluded that the results on the Harderian gland in mice cannot be disregarded in the risk
3.5. Reproductive and developmental toxicity

A remarkable gap is the lack of an up-to-date extended one-generation or two-generation study in order to assess the effects on reproductive development and maturation upon pre- and post-natal continuous exposure. This should be noted in the Opinion (see comment 72 in Appendix A).

The CONTAM Panel agrees with this comment and has now mentioned in Section 7.3.5.1 that, besides the Tyl et al. (2000) study, no other one- or two-generation studies investigating the effects of AA on reproduction upon pre- and post-natal continuous exposure could be identified.

It is surprisingly that dose-related degeneration of the testicular germinal epithelium is questioned as adverse effect, as it is a pathologic alteration. It is long-time established knowledge that the rodent spermatogenesis has a much greater functional reserve than the human one. Therefore, an appropriate non-observed-adverse-effect level (NOAEL) for male reproductive toxicity should consider the histopathology of testis (and accessory glands) and sperm parameters as potentially human-relevant endpoints, even in the absence of an appreciable decrease of male reproductive performance which might remain undetected in rodent standard studies. It is also questionable the relevance of the comment that this lesion was not observed in two old (Johnson et al., 1986; Friedman et al., 1995) and two recent (NTP, 2012, 2013) 2-year studies. Testicular lesions in such studies can easily be obscured by aging-related changes, whereas this does not occur in repeated-dose toxicity studies using young adult animals. Thus, the NOAEL for male reproductive toxicity could be reconsidered, with a strong focus on the studies performed after 2005 and assessing testicular histology and sperm parameters (see comment 74 in Appendix A).

The Panel should consider to establish a NOAEL (or BMDL10) for the endpoint "histopathological alterations of the male reproductive tissues" (see comment 76 in Appendix A)

The CONTAM Panel emphasises that the effects on the testicular germinal epithelium were not disregarded. In several repeated toxicity studies in rats and mice, degeneration of the testicular germinal epithelium was observed. In some studies, effects were observed at the lowest dose tested 5 mg/kg b.w. per day, however, overall, the lowest NOAEL for this effect was 2.1 mg/kg b.w. per day in a 90-day drinking water study in rats (NTP, 2012). Regarding the 90-day AA dietary study, the CONTAM Panel concluded that there was too much uncertainty about the biological relevance of the findings to be used to establish a reference point for use in the risk characterisation. The Panel noted that treatment-related changes in the testicular germ cell epithelium were not observed in the 2-year studies (Beland F, 2015, personal communication). This has now been made clearer in the opinion (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015). The CONTAM Panel therefore considered the NOAEL of approximately 2 mg/kg b.w. per day as the relevant one for reproductive toxicity.

The Panel should consider to establish a NOAEL for the endpoint "persistent structural changes in the developing brain" (e.g., Ogawa et al., 2011). Such NOAEL might be the basis to determine an overall NOAEL for developmental effects of acrylamide (see comment 77 in Appendix A).

The current conclusions drawn on the study by Ogawa et al. (2012) are not clear: there is an irreversible structural change in a brain region and this is not considered adverse? As it is expressed, this seems inconsistent with the rest of the draft opinion: AA is a recognized neurotoxicant and a potential developmental toxicants, so the overall evidence may allow to assess the biological relevance of early, but persistent, brain structural changes observed in one developmental study. The possible relevance of the study by Ogawa et al. in the definition of a developmental NOAEL could be reconsidered (see comment 80 in Appendix A).
The CONTAM Panel considers that the biological significance of the findings described by Ogawa et al. (2012) needs to be established (e.g. in relation to behavioural alterations) before these data can be used for the establishment of a NOAEL. It also noted that peripheral nerve (sciatic) axonal degeneration is a structural change which is clearly adverse. In addition, the CONTAM Panel noted that the methodology used for counting cells in Ogawa et al. (2011, 2012) does not comply with the principle of stereology, which is the best-practice method for quantitative histology to accurately quantify the number of cells. Even if the findings reported are of potential interest, they need to be confirmed by suitable methodological approaches before being used for establishing a reference point. This has been now clarified in Section 7.3.5.2 on ‘Developmental toxicity’ (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

3.6. Epidemiological studies on AA

Comments were received on the description and evaluation of the epidemiological evidence as follows.

3.6.1. Comments related to occupational studies and cancer

EFSA had concluded that epidemiological studies of occupational exposure to acrylamide did not indicate an increased risk of cancer whereas earlier authors had judged that the evidence was suggestive of a risk (Siemiatycki et al., 2004; Bagga et al., 2012) (see comment 85 in Appendix A)

The CONTAM Panel noted that the Siemiatycki et al. (2004) review did not include the 2007 follow-up publications of the two occupational cohorts available to date. In the extended follow-up of the occupational cohorts the association between AA exposure and pancreatic cancer was weaker and not consistent with a dose-response relationship. The report of Bagga et al. (2012) used the conclusion from Siemiatycki et al. (2004) to assume that AA is causally related to the risk of pancreatic cancer and calculated the fraction of pancreatic cancer cases in the UK attributed to occupational exposure to AA. The Panel noted that the calculation was based on the risk estimate for a high exposure group and that was not statistically significant. The estimate was thus derived from an analysis that did not show a consistent dose-response relationship and that was not adjusted for confounding by cigarette smoking. The opinion (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015) includes now the Siemiatycki et al. (2004) review, but the Panel does not find it appropriate to refer to the Bagga et al. (2012) study since the results are not an original research study on the association between AA exposure and cancer risk. Because of the results from the extended follow-up, the CONTAM Panel stands by the previous conclusions.

3.6.2. Comments related to the dietary studies and cancer

A number of comments related to the epidemiological studies on the association between AA and human cancer risk.

There is no conclusive scientific evidence that support a relationship between dietary acrylamide intakes and increased risk of cancer. EFSA references Lipworth et al., 2012 to support its position in the scientific opinion that the current review papers did not provide a quantification of cancer risk. It is recommended to incorporate the entire conclusion of Lipworth et al. (2012) (“we found no consistent or credible evidence that dietary acrylamide increases the risk of any type of cancer in humans... In particular, the collective evidence suggests that a high level of dietary acrylamide intake is not a risk factor for breast, endometrial, or ovarian cancers... In conclusion, epidemiological studies of dietary acrylamide intake have failed to demonstrate an increased risk of cancer...”) (see comment 67 in Appendix A)

The CONTAM Panel notes that the review by Lipworth et al. (2012), as well as other reviews, were mentioned in Section 7.4.1.2.6 and these reviews concluded that there was no association between dietary AA exposure and the risk of most common cancers (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015). The
CONTAM Panel conclusions were based on all the available evidence from original research studies and meta-analyses.

*It is suggested that the risk assessment clearly outlines the perspectives as per how unequivocal and clear results from animal toxicological studies should be interpreted in a situation where human epidemiological studies are equivocal (see comment 91 in Appendix A)*

The CONTAM Panel considers that in the absence of clear epidemiological evidence, the risk assessment should be based on data from studies in experimental animals, unless there is clear evidence that the findings in experimental animals are not relevant to humans. This principle has been followed in the CONTAM Panel risk assessment of AA in food.

*It is suggested that the risk assessment clearly describes and outlines how the statistical power of human epidemiological studies can and should be included in the evaluation of the epidemiological evidence (see comment 91 in Appendix A)*

The CONTAM Panel agrees that the lack of statistical power of many epidemiological studies should be discussed in the evaluation of the epidemiological evidence. Therefore, the Panel has introduced this issue in the Scientific Opinion in Section 7.4.1.2.7 on ‘Considerations on the interpretation of the epidemiological studies’, as well as in the final ‘Recommendations’ indicating that the limited size of certain studies (or subgroups within), the low incidence of specific cancers, as well as a potential misclassification of AA exposure, has likely decreased the statistical power of the epidemiological studies. This is especially relevant if possible small effects are to be detected and the variation of exposure is relatively small. Furthermore, measurement error of potential confounders, like energy intake and smoking, may have additionally contributed to the limited statistical power.

The focus is largely on the marginal impact of relatively small and imperfectly measured variations in dietary intake, with smoking (including the additional exposure to acrylamide that it entails) treated as a potential confounding variable. However, such marginal effects are not directly relevant to the assessment of exposure-response, especially if smoking contributes more than diet to internal dose. While presentation of results stratified by smoking is helpful in this regard, it would be valuable also to consider the human evidence on risks in relation to total exposure to acrylamide from all sources. The studies that have examined risk of cancer in relation to haemoglobin adducts do this. However, the adduct levels are not necessarily representative of long term exposure (see comment 83 in Appendix A)

The CONTAM Panel notes that in the opinion special attention is given to the analyses that are restricted to non- or never-smokers. Because cigarette smoking is the most important environmental risk factor for cancer, confounding by smoking needs to be addressed accurately. Furthermore, cigarette smoking is an important source of AA, and smokers have considerably higher levels of AA-Hb adducts than non-smokers (see Section 7.2.2.2 of EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015). Thus, smoking may bias (or obscure) the association between AA through diet and cancer risk. For this reason, restriction to never-smokers is the most thorough way to control possible confounding by smoking.

Some studies used biomarkers (AA- or GA-Hb adducts) to measure AA exposure. In these biomarker studies, Hb adduct levels for AA and GA reflect exposure through all sources (e.g. diet, smoking, occupation, etc). These biomarker studies have been discussed in the Scientific Opinion and have been summarised in Section 7.4.1.2.7. Cigarette smoke contains thousands of carcinogens and bioactive substances. These carcinogens and substances might further increase (or sometimes decrease) the risk of cancer. Therefore, also in analyses of studies that used biomarkers, (residual) confounding by cigarette smoking could obscure outcomes.

When evaluating the studies of occupational exposures, results should be set in the context of estimated internal doses as compared with those from dietary sources in the general population.
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It would be helpful to know whether they are likely to have been similar in magnitude or orders of magnitude higher (see comment 83 in Appendix A)

The CONTAM Panel notes that internal exposures to AA from the diet, smoking and occupational exposure were already compared and discussed in Section 7.4.1.2.7 of the draft opinion. The internal AA exposures in occupationally exposed workers have been reported to be considerably higher (especially in the past) than internal AA exposure from diet. It should furthermore be noted that, compared to exposure from diet, occupational exposures are highly variable and relatively limited in time, they generally include only men and are thus not able to analyse possible risk of certain cancers such as endometrial and ovarian cancer, and participants in the cohorts tend to be healthier than the general population (also known as the ‘healthy-worker effect’).

Another consideration should be the risk of relevant health outcomes in relation to smoking – about which there will often be quite a lot of information. Tobacco smoke contains many other toxic substances as well as acrylamide, but it seems unlikely that its other constituents would importantly protect against adverse effects of acrylamide. Thus, if smoking has a major impact on personal exposures to acrylamide, and there is good evidence that a health outcome is not importantly related to smoking, then it is reasonable to suggest that outcome is probably not caused by acrylamide. Such consideration might be relevant, for example, to colon and thyroid cancer (see comment 83 in Appendix A)

The CONTAM Panel notes that there are two cancer sites for which there is now ample epidemiological evidence that cigarette smoking is associated with a decreased risk of that cancer. Tobacco smoking has been consistently associated with a decreased risk of post-menopausal endometrial cancer (Cook et al., 2006). Smoking is not associated with ovarian cancer overall, but a large collaborative analysis including almost all available epidemiological studies showed that smoking is associated with an increased risk of the mucinous subtype, and a decreased risk of the endometrioid and clear-cell subtypes (Collaborative Group on Epidemiological Studies of Ovarian Cancer, 2012). The absence of an association between smoking and an increased risk of cancer, does therefore not eliminate the possibility that AA is associated with an increased risk of (subtypes of) a specific cancer. This is now discussed in Section 7.4.1.2.7 of the opinion (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

More specifically, the comment suggests using this argument for colon and thyroid cancer. Although relative risks are small, cigarette smoking is positively associated with risk of colorectal cancer, as has been shown by a recent meta-analysis (Cheng et al., 2015). Other studies have shown that cigarette smoking might be inversely associated with the risk of thyroid cancer (e.g. Kitahara et al., 2012). The assumption that cigarette smoking is not associated with colon and thyroid cancer is not substantiated by the literature.

The review carefully presents information about stratification by smoking and results on non-smokers – it may help to state that conclusions would be similar if considering results in non-smokers or results from (the small number of studies) with information on adducts (see comment 83 in Appendix A)

The CONTAM Panel notes that results regarding the association between AA and cancer risk as measured through biomarkers or questionnaires are not consistent. For example, most questionnaire studies did not show an association between AA and risk of breast cancer, while the two publications that measured AA and GA adducts did show an increased risk of oestrogen-receptor-positive breast cancer and a decreased breast cancer survival, respectively (Olesen et al., 2008; Olsen et al., 2012). This was discussed in Section 7.4.1.2.7 on ‘Considerations on the interpretation of the epidemiological studies’ (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

In the opinion, results of dietary AA intake and cancer risk in non- or never-smokers have been discussed and compared to the results in all subjects. The CONTAM Panel notes that the statement
made in the comment that results are similar in all subjects and in non-smokers only, is not completely true for all cancer sites. For example, the meta-analysis from Pelucchi et al. (2015) showed that associations of dietary AA intake are stronger in non-smokers than in all subjects.

The epidemiological studies are predominantly based on Food Frequency Questionnaire (FFQ) data. Such data are not very reliable, and the limitations should be explained better in the relevant discussion section. In particular, a number of studies provided some validation information and this could be discussed further e.g. correlation coefficients comparing FFQ estimated intakes with those from food diaries and with measured adducts in Hb (see comment 86 in Appendix A).

The CONTAM Panel considers it appropriate to further discuss the limitations of the FFQs used to assess AA intake, as well as the comparison of AA estimates from FFQ and those from Hb adducts. To make them more visible, they are now in a separate subsection, i.e. Section 7.4.1.2.7 on ‘Considerations on the interpretation of the epidemiological studies’ (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015). Further description of some of these studies is in Section 7.2.2.2 of the opinion on ‘Use of Hb adducts as biomarkers’.

In relation to the case-control studies, some discussion around possible biases should be included (see comment 86 in Appendix A).

The CONTAM Panel has further discussed possible bias in case-control studies in Section 7.4.1.2.7 on ‘Considerations on the interpretation of the epidemiological studies’ (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

Lines 6147-8 refer to assessment of habitual diet 20 years before interview by a validated food frequency questionnaire. A comment about the reliability of such data should be incorporated (see comment 86 in Appendix A).

The CONTAM Panel has now specified that dietary information in the distant past (chosen by the authors to reflect latency between exposure and cancer) has been shown to have a fairly good reliability, although lower than the reliability of current dietary information, and referred to the study by Wolk et al. (1997) in Section 7.4.1.2 on ‘Dietary studies and cancer’ (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015). The issue of recall bias in case-control studies is discussed in Section 7.4.1.2.7 on ‘Considerations on the interpretation of the epidemiological studies’ (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

The major limitation of the evidence above anything else is exposure misclassification and this should be mentioned at the start of the limitations due to limitations in estimation of both dietary and non-dietary exposure sources. Exposure misclassification is likely to have resulted in bias towards the null and it would be helpful to discuss if this is the key factor in why epidemiological studies in the general population have not found cancer risks (in contrast to animal studies), or whether this is a question of dose (see comment 86 in Appendix A).

The CONTAM Panel agrees that exposure misclassification is an important issue in the discussion of the epidemiological studies. Section 7.4.1.2.7 of the opinion (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015) now discusses the possible sources of exposure misclassification. The Panel agrees that exposure misclassification most likely would have caused a bias towards the null (i.e. lead to an underestimation of the strength of an association). The CONTAM Panel however considers that it is not possible to discern whether study power, exposure misclassification and/or the magnitude of exposure could explain the observation that some epidemiological studies have not found increased cancer risks in humans as predicted from the animal cancer bioassays, while others have.

3.6.3. Comments related to the dietary studies and pre-natal exposure

When reviewing reproductive and developmental outcomes, background data on associations of relevant outcomes with smoking might provide an upper estimate of risk for effects from dietary exposures to acrylamide (see comment 83 in Appendix A).
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The Panel noted that Pedersen et al. (2012) reported a reduction in birth weight in newborn children for the highest quartile versus the lowest quartile of AA adducts which was comparable with the reduction in birth weight observed for children exposed in utero to maternal smoking, and this has been indicated in Section 7.4.2.1 on ‘Developmental consequences’ (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015). However, the CONTAM Panel does not find it appropriate to use the association of relevant outcomes with smoking as background data. Smoke contains thousands of bioactive substances with heterogeneous and combined effects on reproductive and developmental outcomes. There would be too many uncertainties in using these data as a reliable upper estimate.

*It should be considered whether caffeine could have been the cause of the effects observed in the Norwegian Mother and Child Cohort (see comment 88 in Appendix A)*

The CONTAM Panel notes that in the Norwegian Mother and Child Cohort (NMCC) intake of coffee was measured, but not the type of coffee (i.e. caffeine content). Caffeine intake is associated with a modest although significant increase of unfavourable birth outcomes, although it is still unclear whether this association is causal (Greenwood et al., 2014). The published analyses from the NMCC were adjusted for coffee intake, but residual confounding related to caffeine content cannot be excluded. The CONTAM Panel has therefore added a remark in this respect in Section 7.4.2.1 (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

*It is suggested to complete the description of the study by Pedersen et al. (2012) in Section 7.4.2.1 on ‘Epidemiological studies: developmental consequences’ to indicate that (i) ‘both AA and GA adducts were significantly association with increased risk of being small for gestational age’, and that (ii) ‘monotonic dose–response associations of AA exposure with birth outcomes were observed in women who were nonsmokers in pregnancy, as well as in never-smokers, even after adjusting for passive smoking based on self-reporting or using ethylene oxide Hb adducts as biomarkers of exposure to tobacco smoke. The associations between AA exposure and birth weight were consistent across the five countries.’ (see comment 89 in Appendix A)*

The CONTAM Panel has introduced this additional information into the opinion (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015) for the sake of completeness.

*We would like to inform you that a study, which is not yet published, but it is in preparation, with the French EDEN mother-child cohort have estimated maternal intake of AA using FFQ and that the authors have informed us that their findings are in line with those cited by Pedersen et al. 2012 and Duarte-Salles et al 2013. In this French study of 1,471 mother-child pairs, maternal intake of AA has been assessed by combining FFQ data on maternal dietary habits with data on AA concentration in foods provided by the second French total diet study (see comment 89 in Appendix A)*

The CONTAM Panel notes that the study mentioned in this comment had not been published in a peer-reviewed journal by the cut-off date of inclusion of published evidence (13 March 2015, EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015). It has therefore not been possible to include the findings of this study in the opinion.

3.6.4. Comments related to the dietary studies and neurological alterations

*Data on exposures resulting in neurotoxicity, or discussion of why such exposures cannot be meaningfully characterised, would be helpful (see comment 90 in Appendix A)*

*Is the proposed critical BMDL for neurological effects in rats likely to be lower than the exposures that have given rise to human neurotoxicity (see comment 92 in Appendix A)*

The CONTAM Panel notes that the human studies which indicated exposures that have given rise to neurotoxicity, such as Calleman et al. (1994) and Hagmar et al. (2001), have methodological deficiencies and uncertainties, and therefore the data are not reliable for the purpose of establishing a
reference point for AA-induced neurotoxicity. For example, the subjects were reported to have been exposed to other compounds such as acrylonitrile, and were exposed by different routes (e.g. dermal and inhalation exposure). It is also noted that these studies are difficult to compare to the better controlled exposures of most animal studies.

3.7. Comments related to the benchmark dose modelling (BMD)

*It is not clear why, with several recent reproductive studies investigating the same dose range and showing effects, no attempt to calculate a BMD10 for male fertility effects is made. In section 7.5.2, Dose-response assessment it is stated that “The data on effects of AA on male reproduction were not suitable for dose-response modelling” however, no clear explanation is provided about why deriving a BMD10 is unfeasible (see comment 75 in Appendix A)*

The CONTAM Panel notes that the data on reproductive toxicity are not suitable for dose-response modelling since e.g. in the two generation reproductive toxicity study, effects were seen at the highest dose only. In some other studies there was no dose-response, only two doses were tested, and few animals were used in the experiments. The CONTAM Panel concluded also that there was too much uncertainty about the biological relevance of the findings in the 90-day AA dietary intake study (NTP, 2012) to be used to establish a reference point for use in the risk characterisation. No dose-response modelling was performed on the data on developmental toxicity due to the limitations identified in the studies (e.g. no dose-response was observed, only two doses were tested, or effects were observed only at the highest dose). To increase clarity, the text in Sections 7.3.5 on ‘Reproductive and developmental toxicity’ and 7.5.2 on ‘Dose-response assessment’ has been revised (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

*It is not clear from Appendix K why the Harderian gland had been selected, as lower BMDL values were obtained for mammary gland fibroadenomas in rats, which appeared to be equally appropriate to use. It is recommended that more clarification should be given about the choice of BMDL (see comment 70 in Appendix A)*

To increase clarity, the text in Appendix K of the opinion has been revised to provide a better rationale for the selection of the BMDL10 value used in the opinion as a reference point (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

3.8. Comments related to the risk characterisation

Several entries related to the section on the risk characterisation.

*As the concept of MOE is not well understood by people who are not toxicologist, it would assist the risk managers to use a more descriptive language to communicate the EFSA Panels level of concern in their final risk characterization (see comment 91 in Appendix A)*

The CONTAM Panel notes that the approach taken is consistent with the Panel’s usual approach in accordance with the Opinion of the EFSA Scientific Committee related to a harmonized approach for risk assessment of substances which are both genotoxic and carcinogenic (EFSA, 2005).

*In the abstract it would be helpful to add to the end of the last sentence adding ‘based on evidence from animal studies’. As currently written, and for the reader unfamiliar with toxicological evidence who may only read the abstract, the current wording could be confusing as it discusses no evidence of carcinogenicity from human studies but then raises concern about neoplastic effects (see comment 1 in Appendix A)*

The CONTAM Panel finds this addition to the abstract appropriate to increase clarity (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).
Given the uncertainties in the acrylamide dietary exposure and the evolving state of understanding of acrylamide toxicity, EFSA is encouraged to ensure that the final scientific opinion make it clear that there is no conclusive evidence that acrylamide presents any human safety concern at the current levels of dietary exposure (see comment 67 in Appendix A).

The CONTAM Panel considered the uncertainties and limitations in the data used to perform the risk assessment of AA in food. These are described and discussed in the opinion. Taking all this into consideration, although the human studies have not demonstrated AA to be a human carcinogen, the MOEs across dietary surveys and age groups indicate a concern with respect to neoplastic effects based on mechanistic information and evidence from animal studies.

The recommended values of 0.43 ppm for Neurotoxic effects is equal to 430 ppb per kg, i.e. for an adult who weighs 70 kg, daily intake should be up to 30,100 ppb. In addition, recommended value of 0.17 ppm for Neoplastic effects equals to 170 ppb for an adult who weighs 70 kg and intake should be up to 11,900 ppb. The recommended values from 2013/647/EU commission are hence adequate since enable a daily intake of products under the risk limits (0.17 mg/kg) (see comment 95 as in Appendix A).

The CONTAM Panel wishes to clarify that the values of 0.43 and 0.17 mg/kg b.w. per day are not ‘recommended values’, but are the reference points used to calculate the MOEs. In contrast, the values laid down in Commission Recommendation 2013/647/EU are ‘indicative values’ which are not safety thresholds, but only intended to indicate the need for an investigation of the AA source.

3.9. Comments related to the uncertainty section

Several comments were made in relation to the section on uncertainty in the risk assessment as follows.

In Section 9.4 on ‘Other uncertainties’, suggesting that studies in which estimated dietary acrylamide intake (e.g. assessed with an FFQ) is correlated to AA Hb adducts are “validation studies” is overreaching (see comment 96 in Appendix A).

The CONTAM Panel considers that the studies comparing FFQ estimates of AA with Hb adducts cannot be considered validation studies and thus deleted the sentence “as shown in the few validation studies performed”. Moreover, in Section 7.4.1.2.7 on ‘Considerations on the interpretation of the epidemiological studies’ (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015), the Panel has further addressed the limitations of correlations between FFQs and Hb adduct measurements and quoted the study by Vikström et al. (2012) (which was already described in detail in Section 7.2.2.2).

In Section 9.4 on ‘Other uncertainties’, uncertainties in the measurement of AA intake in epidemiological studies may hamper reliably assessing its relation with cancer risk, but it is important to stress that this will only lead to underestimation of the strength of an association when one is found (see comment 96 in Appendix A).

The CONTAM Panel has modified the sentence in Section 7.4.1.2.7 on ‘Considerations on the interpretation of the epidemiological studies’ to indicate more clearly that such misclassifications tend to lead to an underestimation of the strength of an association (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

In Section 9.4 on ‘Other uncertainties’, it is questionable to state that the fact that the occupational epidemiological studies did not observe clear risks contributes to the uncertainty whether acrylamide is a human carcinogen. These occupational studies namely included nearly only men and were thus not able to show risks in women (e.g., endometrial cancer), if any. Studies in rats/mice are also performed in both sexes for a reason, I would say (see comment 96 in Appendix A).
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The CONTAM Panel has addressed this comment in Section 9.4 on ‘Other uncertainties’ indicating that the occupational studies generally included only men, and were thus not able to analyse possible risk of endometrial and ovarian cancer.

Considering the fact that multiple dietary epidemiological studies of good quality showed associations with cancer risk (mainly endometrial, ovarian cancer) and that the 2 studies on developmental toxicity (birth outcomes) performed so far showed clear reductions in prenatal growth, the impact of the uncertainties on the risk assessment of human exposure to AA through consumption of food is not moderate, but major. The risks of cancer in the epidemiological studies are namely much higher than calculated based on the rodent data (based on the rodent calculations, risks would be so low that they could never have been picked up in epidemiological studies, yet they were in some studies). In addition, if the epidemiological associations between dietary acrylamide intake and birth outcomes are true, then there is no MOE for developmental exposure at all. Can EFSA with absolute certainty exclude the possibility that humans are more sensitive to acrylamide than rodents?

The mentioned uncertainties are miniscule compared to the uncertainty that is introduced by disregarding the epidemiological findings in the way that is done in this opinion. The studies on cancer may be limited and inconsistent and it may not be clear if the association between dietary AA exposure and birth outcomes is causal, but that does not mean that the findings can be ignored in the risk assessment and certainly not in the assessment of the uncertainties associated with the risk assessment done (see comment 96 in Appendix A)

The epidemiological evidence has not been disregarded in the opinion. The epidemiological studies available for the risk assessment were described and their limitations discussed. The CONTAM Panel concluded that they were not adequate as the basis to establish a reference point, and the animal data were therefore used. Since the animal data indicate a concern, the uncertainty from the human data does not have a major impact on the overall risk assessment.

The approach taken by the Panel for the risk characterisation, e.g. by using the MOE, assumes that humans could be more sensitive than experimental animals.

It would be useful to summarise the most important sources of uncertainty (see comment 97 in Appendix A)

The CONTAM Panel has summarised the main sources of uncertainty in the risk assessment of AA in food in Section 9 of the opinion in a qualitative way indicating the direction of the uncertainty, i.e. whether it has potential to cause over- or under-estimation of exposure/risk.

It is unclear why the entry relating to occupational studies in Table 31 indicates underestimation of exposure (see comment 98 in Appendix A)

The CONTAM Panel considers that the lack of support from the occupational studies for the major critical effects, except for neurotoxicity, is an uncertainty with potential to cause both over- and under-estimation of the risk, and has therefore amended Table 31 in Section 9.5 on ‘Summary of uncertainties’ (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015).

3.10. Comments related to the conclusions and recommendations

Several comments related to the conclusions and recommendations made by the CONTAM Panel in the draft opinion, or on further recommendations considered to be relevant for inclusion in the risk assessment as follows.

In the recommendations the CONTAM Panel asks for better reporting data for a more accurate exposure assessment, which is certainly justified for pure science, but is not of high priority for the consumers (see comment 9 in Appendix A)
The CONTAM Panel noted a number of uncertainties in the reported occurrence data regarding the preparation of the respective food commodities which has an impact on the estimated exposure. This was specially the case for French fries. A more accurate exposure assessment would be helpful to study a time trend in the exposure, and eventually to assess whether mitigation measures are effective.

Is EFSA not of the opinion that more epidemiological studies on dietary acrylamide intake and cancer risk are needed? (see comment 99 in Appendix A)

Given the available evidence regarding dietary exposure to AA and the risk of certain types of cancer (e.g. endometrial, ovarian and renal cell), the CONTAM Panel considers it appropriate to recommend further epidemiological studies (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015). Such studies should have an improved measurement of AA exposure, and should be sufficiently powered.

What is the opinion of EFSA on epidemiological studies on dietary acrylamide intake and neurotoxicity? Richard LoPachin has repeatedly suggested in his papers that studies in this field are indicated. Considering the fact that studies in workers have shown effects on the central nervous system and the fact that these effects may not be reversible and are thus cumulative over time suggests that chronic high dietary acrylamide intake may be able to contribute to neurological diseases such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease. In addition, acrylamide could perhaps also lead to impaired cognitive development (see comment 99 in Appendix A).

Given the available evidence regarding dietary exposure to AA and the risk of certain types of cancer (e.g. endometrial, ovarian and renal cell), the CONTAM Panel considers it appropriate to recommend further epidemiological studies (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015). Such studies should have an improved measurement of AA exposure, and should be sufficiently powered.

Further recommendations could include: (i) adequate data on the AA effects on reproductive development and maturation (from organogenesis to puberty), (ii) clarification on the relevance of possible endocrine-related mechanisms for reproductive and developmental effects as well as for tumour development in specific target tissues in rodents and humans, (iii) clarification on developmental neurotoxicity mechanisms and on the link between early molecular/structural changes and possible adverse outcomes in later life (see comment 100 in Appendix A).

Because of general pathophysiological considerations, LoPachin and DeCaprio (2005) hypothesized that AA exposure may be related to the development of Alzheimer’s or Parkinson’s disease or related neurological disorders. The CONTAM Panel did not identify any evidence to support this hypothesis.

Further recommendations could include: (i) adequate data on the AA effects on reproductive development and maturation (from organogenesis to puberty), (ii) clarification on the relevance of possible endocrine-related mechanisms for reproductive and developmental effects as well as for tumour development in specific target tissues in rodents and humans, (iii) clarification on developmental neurotoxicity mechanisms and on the link between early molecular/structural changes and possible adverse outcomes in later life (see comment 100 in Appendix A).

The CONTAM Panel noted this remark was already discussed in the draft opinion. The Panel recognised the possibility of transgenerational effects of AA noting that AA is a germ cell mutagen. The CONTAM Panel noted that at present there are no established procedures for risk assessment using this endpoint, and recommended the development of improved approaches for the detection and risk assessment of germ cell mutagens, and these be applied to AA and GA.

How useful is a risk assessment without any recommendations? The risk manager is usually not an expert in epidemiology, exposure assessment and toxicology. Did DG Sanco ask for a new risk assessment without wishing a recommendation from the scientists, judging their findings and contemplating the options to reduce the risk? What does it mean if acrylamide is called a
“concern”, but no consequences follow? Does EFSA really not recommend any risk management action facing a MOE which is below 500? The BfR developed guidelines for risk assessments which provide a recommendation in every case. Consequently, it has to be mentioned explicitly when no action is recommended (BfR, 2010). Why was the concept of MOE introduced if even at a low MOE no recommendation is given? How low must the MOE be before any recommendation will be given? (see comments 16, 51, 52, 84, 107 and 108 in Appendix A)

The CONTAM Panel made a number of recommendations in view of data and knowledge gaps, to improve the risk assessment of AA in food. The term ‘recommendation’ mentioned in this comment refers more to mitigation measures. The CONTAM Panel notes that the evaluation of such measures and estimation of their effects on the exposure of the population was not included in the terms of references for this Scientific Opinion, and were therefore not addressed in the risk assessment. The evaluation of mitigation measures and their effects are, in this specific case, under the remit of the European Commission.

Regarding the question How much progress was made compared to the 1994 risk assessment by IARC? made in comment 16, the CONTAM Panel wants to clarify that IARC (1994) did not perform a risk assessment on AA in food, but evaluated only its carcinogenicity on the data available at that time.

CONCLUSIONS

Following the comments received during the public consultation, a revised version of the opinion on AA in food was produced and adopted by the CONTAM Panel on 30 April 2015, during its 71st CONTAM Panel meeting.
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**APPENDICES**

**Appendix A. Table of comments**

Table of comments received during the public consultation on the draft Scientific Opinion on acrylamide in food. Comments are organised by sections of the opinion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Contributor</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Comment received</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Joint submission by the UK Committee on Toxicity (COT) and UK Committee on Carcinogenicity (COC)</td>
<td>Abstract</td>
<td>This response combines the views of the UK Committee on Toxicity of Chemicals in Food, Consumer Products and the Environment (COT) and Committee on Carcinogenicity of Chemicals in Food, Consumer Products and the Environment (COC). Both COT and COC commented on the high quality and comprehensive nature of the scientific opinion and were broadly in agreement with the evaluation and conclusions reached. They made recommendations for improvements in a number of areas, particularly relating to other potentially significant exposure sources. As a minor point, the use of AA as an abbreviation for acrylamide seems unnecessary and makes the document harder to read. Abstract: It would be helpful to add to the end of the last sentence ending ‘...with respect to neoplastic effects’, the phrase ‘based on evidence from animal studies.’ As currently written, and for the reader unfamiliar with toxicological evidence who may only read the abstract, the current wording could be confusing as it discusses no evidence of carcinogenicity from human studies but then raises concern about neoplastic effects.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>FoodDrinkEurope (FDE)</td>
<td>Abstract</td>
<td>Lines 5-23: Both in the abstract and the summary (lines 28-241) product categories with the ‘highest levels’ are highlighted; however these are not always the products which contribute the largest amounts to dietary intakes. FoodDrinkEurope finds it important that the context of this draft Scientific Opinion, to provide at least equal emphasis within the abstract and summary to those product categories which have been calculated to contribute significant amounts to dietary intake. We also believe that the recommendations presented on Page 192 (Lines 7369 to 7380) are very important and should receive greater emphasis within the abstract and within the summary. Lines 9-10: It is stated that AA was found at the highest levels in ‘Coffee and coffee substitutes’. a) Comparison on ‘as prepared for consumption’ only.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The statement refers to acrylamide levels in ‘dry (as sold)’ coffee and coffee substitute products which are not consumed as such. This may technically be correct but is seen not relevant by the European Coffee Federation in a context of an exposure assessment and risk assessment. It may even be misleading when comparing these levels with other products which are consumed as sold. It is acknowledged that in the assessment conversion factors are being applied to result in levels as prepared for consumption, which should be the only basis for any comparison.

We accordingly propose to avoid a comparison on a semi-finished product basis and to only compare categories/sub-categories on the basis of levels as consumed respectively on the basis of their relative contribution to the total exposure to acrylamide.

b) Assessment on relevant sub-category basis only.

The grouping together of coffee and coffee substitutes in a single category is seen as inappropriate by the European Coffee Federation as these are independent sub-categories which need to be assessed separately. According to Table 6 (lines 1359-1360) the mean middle bound levels found in the sub-categories of this category are (μg/kg):

- Roasted coffee (dry): 249
- Instant coffee (dry): 710
- Substitute coffee (dry), based on cereals: 510
- Substitute coffee (dry) based on chicory: 2942
- Substitute coffee (dry) unspecified: 415

It has to be noted that the markets for coffee and for coffee substitutes are hugely different in volume. Based on Eurostat/Prodcom data we calculate that the size of the coffee substitutes market is 2,3% of that of the coffee market. The statement that AA was found at the highest levels in ‘Coffee and coffee substitutes’ gives the impression that this is the case across all sub-categories, while in fact it is correct only for the much smaller market of the chicory-based coffee substitutes.

We therefore propose:

- To split the ‘coffee and coffee substitutes’ into the two sub-categories.
- To refer to acrylamide levels in coffee and in coffee substitutes as consumed

The statement that AA was found at the highest level in ‘coffee and coffee substitutes’ should be revised accordingly.

Lines 8 – 9: FoodDrinkEurope supports the further collection of accurate data on consumption in relation to diet contribution and would welcome a clearer indication which reflects this distinct contribution of different food
<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>National Coffee Federation USA (NCA)</td>
<td>Abstract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Abstract, line 9-10: The food category “coffee and coffee substitutes” is comprised of several subcategories with very different AA levels in the dry product. As shown in Table 6 (line 1359), the mean value for “roasted coffee (dry)” is 249 micrograms per kilogram (µg/kg), as compared to mean values of 710 µg/kg for “instant coffee (dry),” 510 µg/kg for “substitute coffee (dry), based on cereals,” 2,942 µg/kg for “substitute coffee (dry), based on chicory,” and 415 µg/kg for “substitute coffee (dry), unspecified.” These data clearly indicate that AA levels differ between these categories, particularly substitute coffee based on chicory. We recommend that “coffee” and “substitute coffee” be treated as separate food categories.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Austrian Agency for Health and Food Safety (AGES)</td>
<td>Abstract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lines 14/15: To what extent is AA metabolised by conjugation with glutathione and to what extent by epoxidation to glycidamide? Do you have information about this? If yes, could this information be implemented into the opinion?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>European Coffee Federation (ECF)</td>
<td>Abstract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Line 9-10: It is stated that AA was found at the highest levels in ‘Coffee and coffee substitutes’. a) Comparison on ‘as prepared for consumption’ only. The statement refers to acrylamide levels in ‘dry (as sold)’ coffee and coffee substitute products which are not consumed as such. This may technically be correct but is seen not relevant by the European Coffee Federation in a context of an exposure assessment and risk assessment. It may even be misleading when comparing these levels with other products which are consumed as sold. It is acknowledged that in the assessment conversion factors are being applied to result in levels as prepared for consumption, which should be the only basis for any comparison. We accordingly propose to avoid a comparison on a semi-finished product basis and to only compare categories/subcategories on the basis of levels as consumed respectively on the basis of their relative contribution to the total exposure to acrylamide. b) Assessment on relevant sub-category basis only. The grouping together of coffee and coffee substitutes in a single category is seen as inappropriate by the European Coffee Federation as these are independent sub-categories which need to be assessed separately. According to Table 6 (lines 1359-1360) the mean middle bound levels found in the sub-categories of this category are (µg/kg):  - Roasted coffee (dry): 249  - Instant coffee (dry): 710</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It has to be noted that the markets for coffee and for coffee substitutes are hugely different in volume. Based on Eurostat/Prodcom data we calculate that the size of the coffee substitutes market is 2.3% of that of the coffee market. The statement that AA was found at the highest levels in ‘Coffee and coffee substitutes’ gives the impression that this is the case across all sub-categories, while in fact it is correct only for the much smaller market of the chicory-based coffee substitutes.

We therefore propose:

- To split the ‘coffee and coffee substitutes’ into the two sub-categories.
- To refer to acrylamide levels in coffee and in coffee substitutes as consumed

The statement that AA was found at the highest level in ‘coffee and coffee substitutes’ should be revised accordingly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>6</th>
<th>LTD H-Group</th>
<th>Abstract</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Implement state monitoring and supervision over the quality and innocence of the drinking water.
- Give to the water qualification of product category. (I am the member of the experts council giving the water product category, according the 23/05.2007 order #2-70 of minister of agriculture).
- Provide supervision, control and monitoring over producing food, alcohol, nonalcoholic, semi processed goods and carbon dioxide.
- Work out the plan for ruling the critical situation, including establishing the crisis ruling group.
- Take preventive and coordinating measures considering general principles of food innocence in order avoid risks.
- Systematically inform population about high risk or harmful food.
- Informing population about current issues of food innocence.
- Informing producers/distributers and customers about legal demands in the field of innocence food.
- Bring to light the facts of falsifications and taking measures. |

| 7 | Kantolanes Labor Zurich | Abstract |
| Line 7, but also repeated later (lines 34, 432, 864, 1645): In the literature it is often mentioned that AA-formation starts being relevant at temperatures above 120 °C. No reference is cited to support this. It could be that this was from our early work [1]. It is, however, not really correct.

As mentioned above, with ammonium carbonate in a dry matrix AA formation occurs at clearly lower temperature. More important (and hardly ever mentioned) is the absence of water, e.g. crust formation: water impedes AA- |
formation. In [1] we have shown that cooking wet potato at 120 °C (under pressure) formed <20 μg/kg AA, while it formed about 10,000 μg/kg when heating dry potato powder. Hence often a minimum of 120 °C is needed to efficiently evaporate water and form a crust – not the temperature as such is relevant, but evaporation of water. This explains why AA formation in chips, French fries and bakery ware is mainly formed in the last moment when a dry crust has been formed (shown, e.g., in [2]).


---

8 European Coffee Federation (ECF) Summary

Line 46-47: It is stated that AA was found at the highest levels in ‘Coffee and coffee substitutes’.

a) Comparison on ‘as prepared for consumption’ only.

The statement refers to acrylamide levels in ‘dry (as sold)’ coffee and coffee substitute products which are not consumed as such. This may technically be correct but is seen not relevant by the European Coffee Federation in a context of an exposure assessment and risk assessment. It may even be misleading when comparing these levels with other products which are consumed as sold. It is acknowledged that in the assessment conversion factors are being applied to result in levels as prepared for consumption, which should be the only basis for any comparison.

We accordingly propose to avoid a comparison on a semi-finished product basis and to only compare categories/sub-categories on the basis of levels as consumed respectively on the basis of their relative contribution to the total exposure to acrylamide.

b) Assessment on relevant sub-category basis only.

The grouping together of coffee and coffee substitutes in a single category is seen as inappropriate by the European Coffee Federation as these are independent sub-categories which need to be assessed separately. According to Table 6 (lines 1359-1360) the mean middle bound levels found in the sub-categories of this category are (μg/kg):

- Roasted coffee (dry): 249
- Instant coffee (dry): 710
- Substitute coffee (dry), based on cereals: 510
- Substitute coffee (dry) based on chicory: 2942
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>9</th>
<th>Kantonales Labor Zurich</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- Substitute coffee (dry) unspecified: 415

It has to be noted that the markets for coffee and for coffee substitutes are hugely different in volume. Based on Eurostat/Prodcom data we calculate that the size of the coffee substitutes market is 2.3% of that of the coffee market. The statement that AA was found at the highest levels in ‘Coffee and coffee substitutes’ gives the impression that this is the case across all sub-categories, while in fact it is correct only for the much smaller market of the chicory-based coffee substitutes.

We therefore propose:

- To split the ‘coffee and coffee substitutes’ into the two sub-categories.
- To refer to acrylamide levels in coffee and in coffee substitutes as consumed

The statement that AA was found at the highest level in ‘coffee and coffee substitutes’ should be revised accordingly.

Lines 233 and 7369: recommendations.

An enormous amount of money has been invested into research dealing with AA, but so far the consumers have profited little. It has repeatedly been stated that AA is one of the most toxic substances in food, but risk managers do not react accordingly. There are an industry toolbox and numerous papers showing options for mitigation, but in the EU the proposals are hardly implemented. EFSA is aware of this, but in this draft opinion it missed the opportunity to address the problems behind taking measures.

In the recommendations the CONTAM Panel asks for better reporting data for a more accurate exposure assessment, which is certainly justified for pure science, but is not of high priority for the consumers. For these it is a bit like the fire brigade being in front of a burning building with an armada of all sorts of vehicles and all they do is mapping temperature in the various parts of the flames; and as the destruction proceeds, the commander asks for a better method of measurement.

In the present situation (after 12 years of broad research), the most useful work of EFSA would be the evaluation of options for mitigation and estimation of their effect on exposure for the concerned groups of consumers. The opportunity to do this with the present opinion is probably gone, but it could be the main recommendation for further work.

It is not easy to devise measures for implementing mitigation. Just for illustration: the specification of legal limits for AA might be reasonable for coffee and potato chips (whereby at least for chips it would probably have to be on an average rather than to cut off single extremes, which is more complicated to implement). However, in both cases the
Outcome of the public consultation:
Scientific Opinion on acrylamide in food

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10</th>
<th>Istituto Superiore di Sanità (ISS)</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lines 184-193: The opinion is overall sound and thoughtful, and it surely represents a step forward with regard to the protection of consumers from exposure to process contaminants.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>However, improvements are suggested concerning the assessment of reproductive and developmental effects, since these might be relevant to the risk characterization for specific, potentially vulnerable lifestages (pregnancy, peripubertal).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Specific comments are made in the relevant sections.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>11</th>
<th>FoodDrinkEurope (FDE)</th>
<th>Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lines -5-23: Both in the abstract and the summary (lines 28-241) product categories with the ‘highest levels’ are highlighted; however these are not always the products which contribute the largest amounts to dietary intakes.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FoodDrinkEurope finds it important that the context of this draft Scientific Opinion, to provide at least equal emphasis within the abstract and summary to those product categories which have been calculated to contribute significant amounts to dietary intake.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>We also believe that the recommendations presented on Page 192 (Lines 7369 to 7380) are very important and should receive greater emphasis within the abstract and within the summary.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lines 9-10: It is stated that AA was found at the highest levels in ‘Coffee and coffee substitutes’.

a) Comparison on ‘as prepared for consumption’ only.

The statement refers to acrylamide levels in ‘dry (as sold)’ coffee and coffee substitute products which are not consumed as such. This may technically be correct but is seen not relevant by the European Coffee Federation in a context of an exposure assessment and risk assessment. It may even be misleading when comparing these levels with other products which are consumed as sold. It is acknowledged that in the assessment conversion factors are being applied to result in levels as prepared for consumption, which should be the only basis for any comparison.

We accordingly propose to avoid a comparison on a semi-finished product basis and to only compare categories/sub-categories on the basis of levels as consumed respectively on the basis of their relative contribution to the total exposure to acrylamide.

b) Assessment on relevant sub-category basis only.

The grouping together of coffee and coffee substitutes in a single category is seen as inappropriate by the European Coffee Federation as these are independent sub-categories which need to be assessed separately. According to Table 6 (lines 1359-1360) the mean middle bound levels found in the sub-categories of this category are (μg/kg):

- Roasted coffee (dry): 249
- Instant coffee (dry): 710
- Substitute coffee (dry), based on cereals: 510
- Substitute coffee (dry) based on chicory: 2942
- Substitute coffee (dry) unspecified: 415

It has to be noted that the markets for coffee and for coffee substitutes are hugely different in volume. Based on Eurostat/Prodcom data we calculate that the size of the coffee substitutes market is 2.3% of that of the coffee market. The statement that AA was found at the highest levels in ‘Coffee and coffee substitutes’ gives the impression that this is the case across all sub-categories, while in fact it is correct only for the much smaller market of the chicory-based coffee substitutes.

We therefore propose:

- To split the ‘coffee and coffee substitutes’ into the two sub-categories.
- To refer to acrylamide levels in coffee and in coffee substitutes as consumed

FoodDrinkEurope supports the further collection of accurate data on consumption in relation to diet contribution and
would welcome a clearer indication which reflects this distinct contribution of different food categories.

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National Coffee Association USA (NCA)</td>
<td>Summary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td></td>
<td>1. Summary, line 46-47: The statement that, “AA was found at the highest levels in ‘Coffee and coffee substitutes’, followed by ‘Potato crisps and snacks’ and ‘Potato fried products’” may be technically correct. However, it is very misleading because the levels in coffee and coffee substitutes are based on the dry product whereas the levels for potato crisps and snacks and potato fried products are based on the products as prepared for consumption. An “apples-to-apples” comparison of AA levels in coffee and coffee substitutes as consumed to AA levels in other consumed foods would show that many other food categories contain higher AA levels relative to coffee and coffee substitutes. We recommend that all comparisons of AA levels in different food categories be made in terms of food or beverage “as consumed” and that the statement “AA was found at the highest levels in ‘Coffee and coffee substitutes’,” be revised accordingly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>National Coffee Association USA (NCA)</td>
<td>Summary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td>2. Summary, line 46-47: The food category “coffee and coffee substitutes” is comprised of several subcategories with very different AA levels in the dry product. As shown in Table 6 (line 1359), the mean value for “roasted coffee (dry)” is 249 micrograms per kilogram (µg/kg), as compared to mean values of 710 µg/kg for “instant coffee (dry),” 510 µg/kg for “substitute coffee (dry), based on cereals,” 2,942 µg/kg for “substitute coffee (dry), based on chicory,” and 415 µg/kg for “substitute coffee (dry), unspecified.” These data clearly indicate that AA levels differ between these categories, particularly substitute coffee based on chicory. We recommend that “coffee” and “substitute coffee” be treated as separate food categories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Novozymes A/S</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
<td>Novozymes is grateful to EFSA for the opportunity to provide feedback to the present public consultation on acrylamide. As a leading enzyme producer, Novozymes has developed enzymatic solutions to reduce acrylamide occurrence in foods. The use of asparaginase in the manufacturing of several types of foods and food ingredients is indeed mentioned in the FoodDrinkEurope toolbox. We will only provide input on section 4 of the EFSA draft scientific opinion – to give concrete examples of the usefulness of the asparaginase technology and shed some light on incoming improved enzyme solutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FoodDrinkEurope (FDE)</td>
<td>Introduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td>Lines 402 -404: FoodDrinkEurope finds it important to mention also that these brochures are available in 23 European languages and that industry has contributed to important DG research or national research programmes, such as Heatox (<a href="http://heatox.org/">http://heatox.org/</a>), and Prometheus (<a href="http://www.eusem.com/body/CS/EUproj/PROMETHEUS.htm">http://www.eusem.com/body/CS/EUproj/PROMETHEUS.htm</a>) as well as a project to control asparagine in wheat. Other efforts concern cooking instructions to help consumers reducing their exposure to acrylamide (<a href="http://www.goodfries.eu">www.goodfries.eu</a>); which is available in 28 languages.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In 2002, acrylamide was known as a substance which damages nerves (Friedman, M., 2003; LoPachin, 2004) and which is able to change the genetic material of cells irreversibly (BgVV, 2002 a). It was classified as „probably carcinogenic“ to humans by IARC (1994). This assessment was non-controversial among experts (Rudén, 2004), and after the discovery of acrylamide in food WHO (2002) consequently recommended to reduce the exposition.

At the same time, many research questions were raised (e.g. BgVV 2002 a; WHO, 2002; SCF, 2002; VWA, 2003). Several questions addressed urgent issues: How does acrylamide gets into the food? How can we measure it? Which kinds of food are affected? How can we reduce it? The answers to many other research questions would have been helpful to better determine the risk related to acrylamide, but one could predict that answers could not be found within a certain timeframe: What is the mode of action as a carcinogen? Is the extrapolation of data gathered from animals to the human situation appropriate? Exactly how much acrylamide do we ingest? Is acrylamide carcinogenic to humans?

The second type of research questions poses crucial questions: Did the consumer benefit from twelve years of research? How much progress was made compared to the 1994 risk assessment by IARC? EFSA’s latest risk assessment offers the opportunity to address these questions.

(This is actually not a comment on the chapter ”Introduction” but an introduction to my comment. Please read my comment as a whole. I sent it via E-Mail)

References:


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th>Previous risk assessments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 17 | FoodDrinkEurope (FDE) | Line 746: Reference has been made to the Danish DTU publication - indicating that is was found that ‘For adults, the food category contributing most to the intake was potato products, followed by coffee and cocoa. …’. This may suggest that cocoa has been identified in Denmark to be a major contributor. But when reading the original Danish report, it says in more detail the contribution from potato products is ‘followed by coffee and cocoa at 30 % of which coffee contributes the most.’”

Our suggestion: “For adults, the food category contributing most to the intake was potato products, followed by coffee and cocoa, of which according to the DTU publication coffee contributes the most”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>18</th>
<th>Kantonales Labor Zürich</th>
<th>Formation in Food</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|   |   | In [1] we investigated the formation and elimination of AA in model matrices, such as potato powder, wheat flour and corn starch, with the addition of fructose, glucose, sucrose, asparagine and numerous other components. The influence of temperature on formation as well as elimination of AA was also studied.

The main outcome of practical relevance was that ammonium carbonate or ammonium bicarbonate used to raise dough increases the yield of the reaction to AA in bakery ware roughly 10 times. AA formation was substantial at temperatures as low as 80 °C. It was confirmed that the bakery ware and cereals with high AA contents are mostly made with these salts [2]. Ammonium might also contribute to the high AA-formation in potato products.

For many products it seems possible to avoid the use of ammonium carbonate, but for others, like gingerbread, it is...
essential for the product identity. In these cases the removal of asparagine by asparaginase seems suitable.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>19</th>
<th>Kantonales Labor Zürich</th>
<th>Formation in Food</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In line 878 it is mentioned that the ratio of fructose to glucose impacted both color and AA levels. In fact fructose more efficiently supports AA formation than glucose, but glucose also efficiently supports elimination. Elimination is neglected in the draft opinion: as we have shown in [1,2], easily 50-80% of the AA is eliminated concurrently with formation (in meat products probably close to 100%). Thus elimination may be as determinant for the final AA concentration as formation (which is usually recognized for coffee).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>20</th>
<th>Kantonales Labor Zürich</th>
<th>Legislation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In line 961 it is stated that AA used in food contact materials is restricted by the generic specific migration limit of 60 mg/kg of food. This is wrong: AA must not be detectable in food, whereby the detection limit is 0.01 mg/kg.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>21</th>
<th>Chilean Food Quality and Safety Agency (ACHIPIA)</th>
<th>Sample collection and frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sampling must be highly standardised so studies can be comparative to each other, in order to provide comparable results of Acrilamide (AA) content per food as accurate as possible. In this regard, it is proposed to establish statistic sampling designs, detailing sampling type, time, product condition and kind of product in order to reduce uncertainty on the results.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>For example, flakes made in laboratory show up to 1200 ppb of AA vs 500 ppb in commercial products. Great part of the work reported in different publications could thus inform greater concentrations of AA than the real amount in a commercial product, over alarming the population.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Since the European Commission recommends sampling products at market level, it would be interesting to correlate the contents of AA found in commercial products with the process conditions used for its production, as well as it is</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
important to carry out the procedure according to the sampling approved by trademarks in different batches over a period, considering that there are differences among batches.

Once again, both raw material characteristics and process conditions are fundamental in AA formation. Therefore, geographic location, product variety, possible inhibitors of browning reaction, thermal load of the process, seasonality and heat transfer (heat transfer mechanism), among others, must be considered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>22</th>
<th>Chilean Food Quality and Safety Agency (ACHIPIA)</th>
<th>Methods of analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Designs of standardized analytical technologies are proposed, besides technical validation to measure acrylamide through Certificate Material of Reference (CMR) and measures in different laboratories through intercomparison exercises.

The recommended method HPLC – MS/MS is the most adequate according to our experience. However, it is proposed to search for faster and cheaper methods to measure AA. In line with this, there are other techniques to determine acrylamide in food, like Gas Chromatography–Mass Spectrometry (GC-MS) based technique. Last publications apparently confirm the validity of both techniques mentioned, which enables to guarantee the determination of acrylamide with quantification limits of 30 μg/kg through HPLC–MS–MS and 5 μg/kg with GC–MS–MS, using liquid-liquid extraction techniques.

In addition, there are methods of analysis having QuEChERS (Quick, Easy, Cheap, Effective, Rugged and Safe), that is, extraction systems to obtain a very high recovery of the analyte of interest, in a rapid, safe and reproducible way. These would decrease the high uncertainty of the available extraction methods.

It is suggested to put greater emphasis on the process of extraction since foods are very complex matrices that change according to the type of preparation. This is reflected in the dispersion of results obtained in the contents of AA. It has been thus proved that the analyses in potato chips or biscuits are consistent, there are other matrices like cocoa with more dispersion in the results.

Foods with high levels of sugar present the highest limitation of the method. On the other hand, it is difficult to copy the experiment at domestic level and therefore, the experimental disturbances mask significant differences.

The analysis carried out through a Chilean project is commented: FONDEF GC-MS, with no derivation of direct extraction with methanol and acetonitrile; clean-up by C18 reverse phase is used for products with high content of oil. Extraction technique depends on the type of matrix; extrapolations among matrices affect negatively to recovery percentages and method sensibility. Through this method, limits similar to literature were obtained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>23</th>
<th>Chilean Food Quality and Safety Agency (ACHIPIA)</th>
<th>Occurrence and patterns of AA in</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Many foods with high levels of AA must be emphasized in some countries with techniques to quantify them and
Outcome of the public consultation: 
Scientific Opinion on acrylamide in food 

The Information indicated is clear: highest levels of AA are found in potato chips and French fries along with coffee, followed by bakery products including rusks and biscuits; extruded cereals and baby food. However, the content of acrylamide in potato chips is clearly decreasing. 

The contents of AA found in foods were expected since they are the most susceptible to generate AA in their elaboration. The content of AA is heterogeneous among different food matrixes and into the matrix itself. On the other hand, the great variety of processed and homemade food show different levels of AA, as well as the food itself has different concentration due to its variability and preparation.

The influence of diverse factors such as place, consumption habits and trademarks on the contaminant content is studied in the document. Differences up to 15% for potato chips in different trademarks prepared at standard environmental conditions were found.

The “roasting grade” is difficult to quantify due to its high variability. It is recommended to standardize the “roasting level”, for example, by using computer vision techniques. In addition, it is very important to revise the type of heat source used and define the conditions explicitly.

From line 1197 -1212: For clarity it is important to use consistent terminology throughout the draft Scientific Opinion e.g. there should be a clear and consistent differentiation between ‘French fries’ and ‘potato crisps’. 

The section ‘Food Description’ (page 32 onwards, lines 1197 onwards) already include detailed descriptions of the categories. However looking at the bulk of the draft Opinion the terms 'French fries/potato chips', 'potato chips' or 'chips', are frequently used, and therefore when reading the text it is not always clear to which type of product the authors are referring.

A specific example is within the section on ‘intake assessment’ which includes the terms ‘chips’, ‘potato chips’ and ‘hot chips’ - all of which we presume in the context of the section most probably refer to ‘French fries’ (lines 2287, 2317, 2359, 2395, 2820).

FoodDrinkEurope would suggest that where the term ‘potato chips’ is used within the text, extra care should be taken to clarify whether the reference is to 'Potato Crisps' or else to 'Potato Fried Products'.

For clarity we would suggest that where ‘Potato Fried Products’ are referenced as a standalone category, they should be referenced as ‘Potato Fried Products (except potato crisps and snacks)’. The definition be mentioned under this
Outcome of the public consultation: Scientific Opinion on acrylamide in food

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Data submitted by European Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>FoodDrinkEurope (FDE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Kantonales Labor Zurich</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lines 1243-1265: FoodDrinkEurope welcomes the recognition and inclusion of the occurrence data that was submitted by industry, comprising data from various sectors.

Underestimated AA formation in domestic kitchens and restaurant

Exposure assessments tend to underestimate home-made foods. AA-data were mainly collected by enforcement authorities. They go to shops and collect food samples, perhaps preparing prefabricates according to the instructions in the laboratory. They do not go to the homes and look at what people prepare from raw foods (they are not competent for that). Frying left-overs do not show up in statistics. Products fried and roasted at home have scarcely been sampled. I doubt that the samples of “other potato fried products” reflect the full spectrum, particularly that the 12 samples of Rösti would fit to a mean value of 606 µg/kg AA and a maximum of 1549 µg/kg. This might explain the poor correlation between the estimated dietary exposure and internal biological markers mentioned in line 672.

The probably most relevant domestically prepared food item is roasted potatoes, frequently consumed by a broad population in a large part of central Europe. There is little data, as the products are ill-defined and strongly vary.

In Switzerland, Rösti (hash browns in the US) is the dominating source of AA for frequent eaters: brown Rösti, as often served in restaurants, contains 1000-5000 µg/kg AA. We did not produce random data fitting into the EFSA statistics, as a targeted investigation seemed more useful. The preparation of Rösti was optimized with the help of professional cooks from the School of Hotel Management Belvoirpark, Zurich, to produce a culinary good product with an AA content as low as possible.

Under comparable roasting conditions, AA formation is approximately proportional to the content of reducing sugars. As a reference point, optimized Rösti of typical flavor and some crispiness prepared from potatoes containing 2.5 g/kg reducing sugar contained approximately 1000 µg/kg AA (see graphic below). Under less optimized conditions, such as faster roasting at higher temperature, it was 2000-3000 µg/kg [1].

Acrylamide contents in optimized Rösti depending on the content of reducing Freshly harvested potatoes (July to October) typically contained 0.3-3 g/kg reducing sugars (depending on variety [2]), but for the rest of the year, the marketed potatoes tend to be from cold storage and concentrations are in the range of 3-15 g/kg [3]. With these, AA-concentrations in optimized Rösti are in the range of 2000-5000 µg/kg. When sugars exceed around 5 g/kg, roasting must be stopped earlier, as the Rösti turns exceedingly dark and bitter otherwise, but this prevents crispiness.

A single portion (250 g) of Rösti easily contains 500-1250 µg AA. Consumed every third day (I grew up this way)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>27</th>
<th>FoodDrinkEurope (FDE)</th>
<th>Potato crisps and snacks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outcome of the public consultation: Scientific Opinion on acrylamide in food</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

this results in an average AA exposure of 166–416 µg/d or 2.6–6.9 µg/kg bw/d. A single serving of such Rösti contains approximately the amount of AA calculated in the draft opinion for all other foods during 10 d.


4.1.3.2. Potato crisps and snacks 1800 characters

Lines 1404-1413: For clarity it is important to use consistent terminology throughout the draft Scientific Opinion e.g. there should be a clear and consistent differentiation between ‘French fries’ and ‘potato crisps’.

The section ‘Food Description’ (page 32 onwards, lines 1197 onwards) already include detailed descriptions of the categories. However looking at the bulk of the draft Opinion the terms ‘French fries/potato chips’, ‘potato chips’ or ‘chips’, are frequently used, and therefore when reading the text it is not always clear to which type of product the authors are referring.

A specific example is within the section on 'intake assessment' which includes the terms ‘chips’, ‘potato chips’ and ‘hot chips’ - all of which we presume in the context of the section most probably refer to ‘French fries’ (lines 2287, 2317, 2359, 2395, 2820).

FoodDrinkEurope would suggest that where the term ‘potato chips’ is used within the text, extra care should be taken to clarify whether the reference is to ‘Potato Crisps’ or else to ‘Potato Fried Products’.

For clarity we would suggest that where ‘Potato Fried Products’ are referenced as a standalone category, they should be referenced as ‘Potato Fried Products (except potato crisps and snacks)’. The definition be mentioned under this section.

Lines 2287, 2317, 2359, 2395, 2820: For clarity it is important to use consistent terminology throughout the draft...
### Outcome of the public consultation:

**Scientific Opinion on acrylamide in food**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FoodDrinkEurope (FDE)</th>
<th>Coffee and Coffee substitutes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>28</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FoodDrinkEurope (FDE)</strong></td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffee and Coffee substitutes</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Lines 1436 -1436:** | It is stated that ‘roasted coffee’ was found to be less contaminated than ‘instant coffee’ on basis of the analysis of the ‘dry (as sold)’ products. This is less relevant than the comparison of the levels in the products ‘as prepared for consumption’.
| **When taking the averages (mean middle bound values: Roast coffee: 249 µg/kg; Instant coffee: 710 µg/kg) and the dilution factors ‘Roast coffee: 0.053; Instant Coffee: 0.017’ the mean level for ‘as prepared for consumption’ for roast coffee is 13.2 µg/l respectively 12.1 µg/l for instant coffee.** This leads to the conclusion that levels of acrylamide in both sub-categories are at a similar/ not significantly different level. |
| **Lines 1441-1445:** | On the comparison between ‘regular’ and ‘decaffeinated’ coffee: The comparison as included in the opinion is based on monitoring data and the regular and decaf subsets are not comparable due to different blends and roasting conditions. It is proposed to refer to the conclusion on the effect of decaffeination as included in the FoodDrinkEurope Toolbox: ‘Trials showed that roasting of decaffeinated green coffees (covering the commercially important decaffeination processes) resulted in AA levels of the same magnitude as roasting of corresponding untreated coffees when roasted under comparable roasting conditions.’ |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>National Coffee Association USA (NCA)</th>
<th>Coffee and coffee substitutes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coffee and coffee substitutes</strong></td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2. Description of occurrence levels/Coffee and coffee substitutes, line 1432-1448</strong></td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The food category “coffee and coffee substitutes” is comprised of several subcategories with very different AA levels in the dry product. As shown in Table 6 (line 1359), the mean value for “roasted coffee (dry)” is 249 micrograms per kilogram (µg/kg), as compared to mean values of 710 µg/kg for “instant coffee (dry),” 510 µg/kg for “substitute coffee (dry),” 2,942 µg/kg for “substitute coffee (dry), based on cereals,” 2,942 µg/kg for “substitute coffee (dry), based on chicory,” and 415 µg/kg for “substitute coffee (dry), unspecified.” These data clearly indicate that AA levels differ between these categories, particularly substitute coffee based on chicory. We recommend that “coffee” and “substitute coffee” be treated as separate food categories.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Outcome of the public consultation:**

Scientific Opinion e.g. there should be a clear and consistent differentiation between ‘French fries’ and ‘potato crisps’.

The section ‘Food Description’ (page 32 onwards, lines 1197 onwards) already include detailed descriptions of the categories. However looking at the bulk of the draft Opinion the terms ‘French fries/potato chips’, ‘potato chips’ or ‘chips’, are frequently used, and therefore when reading the text it is not always clear to which type of product the authors are referring.

A specific example is within the section on ‘intake assessment’ which includes the terms ‘chips’, ‘potato chips’ and ‘hot chips’ - all of which we presume in the context of the section most probably refer to ‘French fries’.
30 European Coffee Federation (ECF)  
Coffee and coffee substitutes  
Line 1435-1436: It is stated that ‘roasted coffee’ was found to be less contaminated than ‘instant coffee’ on basis of the analysis of the ‘dry (as sold)’ products. This is less relevant than the comparison of the levels in the products ‘as prepared for consumption’.

When taking the averages (mean middle bound values: Roast coffee: 249 µg/kg; Instant coffee: 710 µg/kg) and the dilution factors ‘Roast coffee: 0.053; Instant Coffee: 0.017’) the mean level for ‘as prepared for consumption’ for roast coffee is 13.2 µg/l respectively 12.1 µg/l for instant coffee. This leads to the conclusion that levels of acrylamide in both sub-categories are at a similar/ not significantly different level.

31 European Coffee Federation (ECF)  
Coffee and coffee substitutes  
line 1441-1445: On the comparison between ‘regular’ and ‘decaffeinated’ coffee:

The comparison as included in the opinion is based on monitoring data and the regular and decaf subsets are not comparable due to different blends and roasting conditions. It is proposed to refer to the conclusion on the effect of decaffeination as included in the FoodDrinkEurope Toolbox: ‘Trials showed that roasting of decaffeinated green coffees (covering the commercially important decaffeination processes) resulted in AA levels of the same magnitude as roasting of corresponding untreated coffees when roasted under comparable roasting conditions.’

32 FoodDrinkEurope (FDE)  
Temporal trend analysis of AA occurrence data in certain food categories  
Lines 1467-1468: There is reference made to the 2012 EFSA monitoring report to state that ‘coffee and coffee substitutes’ has showed increasing levels during the period from 2007 to 2010. When looking into the details of the report, this trend analysis is based on the data for instant coffee only and on a very small data base (e.g. only 15 samples for 2010). The trend analysis is driven by lower than realistic mean levels for 2007 and 2008. In addition, the small 2010 database is influenced by one single outlier with an extraordinary high acrylamide level. Industry data as provided to EFSA does not confirm a trend of increasing levels in instant coffees over time. We accordingly would like to have the reference to coffee removed in the statement of increased levels for the 2007 – 2010 period.

33 European Coffee Federation (ECF)  
Temporal trend analysis of AA occurrence data in certain food categories  
Line 1467-1468: There is reference made to the 2012 EFSA monitoring report to state that ‘coffee and coffee substitutes’ has showed increasing levels during the period from 2007 to 2010. When looking into the details of the report, this trend analysis is based on the data for instant coffee only and on a very small data base (e.g. only 15 samples for 2010). The trend analysis is driven by lower than realistic mean levels for 2007 and 2008. In addition, the small 2010 database is influenced by one single outlier with an extraordinary high acrylamide level. Industry data as provided to EFSA does not confirm a trend of increasing levels in instant coffees over time. We accordingly would
### 34 Spanish National Research Council (CSIC)

**Impact of raw material and storage**

In June 2013, the Spanish National Research Council in collaboration with the Spanish Horticultural sector launched an investigation on the aptitude of fresh and stored potato under frying. Investigation aimed to clarify the impact of storage on the formation of acrylamide after frying*. It has been well established that asparagine, and, mainly, the reducing sugar content is the driving factor of acrylamide formation during thermal treatment of potato-based products. Sometimes consumers are not able to distinguish properly between fresh and stored potato tubers at the market. Nowadays, the technologies applied to the conservation of potato provide tubers with almost no external signals of senescence. However, the price on the market and seasonality of the stored product make it a product more affordable and attractive to consumers. In this investigation, there were selected a number of varieties of potato tuber (Agria, Caesar, Monalisa, Agata, and Bellini) which are marketed in Spanish. All the samples had a satisfactory visual acceptance by consumers. Strips (0.8 x 0.8 x 6 cm) of fresh and stored potatoes were fried in a domestic fryer (5L, 2200 watts) at 180ºC in two cycles of frying. Processes and numbers of samples allowed statistical analysis of the results. In addition a number of quality parameters (chemical and physical) were analyzed, including the acrylamide content. Results clearly show that levels of acrylamide were significantly higher in stored potatoes as compared with raw potatoes. For instance, Caesar variety (295 v.s. 2785 µg/kg), Monalisa (388 v.s. 4959 µg/kg), and Agata (476 v.s. 4072 µg/kg), being (raw v.s. stored). Levels of acrylamide in stored potato tubers were largely triggered at the beginning of the second cycle of frying. This investigation pointed out the importance to provide to consumers with clear information to select the most appropriate potato tuber for each cooking process. Fresh and stored potato tubers with similar external appearance and fried under the same conditions will produce significantly different levels of acrylamide being lower in fresh potatoes.

* Full report (Spanish only) is available under request (fjmorales@ictan.csic.es)

### 35 FoodDrinkEurope (FDE)

**Impact of raw material and storage**

Lines 1467-1468: There is reference made to the 2012 EFSA monitoring report to state that ‘coffee and coffee substitutes’ has showed increasing levels during the period from 2007 to 2010. When looking into the details of the report, this trend analysis is based on the data for instant coffee only and on a very small data base (e.g. only 15 samples for 2010). The trend analysis is driven by lower than realistic mean levels for 2007 and 2008. In addition, the small 2010 database is influenced by one single outlier with an extraordinary high acrylamide level. Industry data as provided to EFSA does not confirm a trend of increasing levels in instant coffees over time. We accordingly would like to have the reference to coffee removed in the statement of increased levels for the 2007 – 2010 period.

### 36 Novozymes A/S

**Impact of processing**

Use of asparaginase for acrylamide mitigation has proven successful in a range of food products. The enzyme hydrolyses the precursor asparagine, hereby reducing final acrylamide formation. 4 asparaginase products are commercially available and widely used in e.g. biscuits and snacks in more than 30 countries. Commercial
applications are also starting on potato granules and green coffee beans.

Potatoes and potato based products

Potato snacks

Dough based potato snacks are typically made using dried potato flakes or granules. Adding the asparaginase directly to the dough showed 45 to 95% reduction in acrylamide formation in the final snack, depending on enzyme dosage and dough water content. Alternatively, enzyme pre-treated potato flakes or granules can be used. When tested in pilot scale using a mix of pre-treated potato granules and non-treated potato flakes, acrylamide concentrations in the final snack were reduced by 40%.

French fries

Asparaginase was tested in French fry production by dipping blanched potato strips in enzyme solution before drying. The time in the drier is exploited for enzyme action. Results in lab scale have shown 40-60% reduction in acrylamide levels depending upon enzyme dosage. Further testing in pilot scale confirmed these results. In full scale production the enzyme was applied directly to blanched potato strips using a coating system. Results showed a 43 to 53% drop in acrylamide levels.

An improved asparaginase specifically for French fries is currently being developed. This will allow for a direct implementation of the enzyme into the production without any process changes, as is needed for the existing enzyme product.

Cereals and cereal based products

Biscuits and crackers

The FoodDrinkEurope Acrylamide Toolbox reports that “use of asparaginase is effective in biscuits, cereals, crisp bread, and today is applied to commercial products”.

For dough based cereal products the asparaginase is mixed in with other ingredients, and dough mixing and holding time used for the enzyme.

Impact of processing

Potatoes and potato based products

Lines 1728-1737: The summary for of the paper for Yuan et al 2014 the text states that the optimal soaking treatments could effectively reduce the AA content whilst reasonably retaining the sensory attributes of crisps.

All such research is to be welcomed, and will doubtless be investigated by manufacturers for potential inclusion within the FoodDrinkEurope AA Toolbox. However, for a technique to be recommended as an effective mitigation tool the research requires evaluation within pilot plants or test runs within a factory to verify whether it delivers...
measurable reductions, and whether it can be applied successfully under commercial production conditions. Often, it is found that promising new research will have some risks to product attributes and/or inconsistent mitigation results when scaled up and applied within a commercial setting.

In our initial view, it would appear that the technique as described would be impractical within current commercial settings, and we would also expect to see some major impacts upon the organoleptic properties of the final foodstuffs which the authors perhaps have not been able to consider.

Given this uncertainty we would suggest that the text should be amended to read "The authors believe that optimal soaking treatments could effectively reduce the AA content while reasonably retaining the sensory attributes of the crisps.”

38 Kantonales Labor Zürich  Impact of processing

Lines 1698-1703 refer to work from Matthäus on frying temperatures. I would like to point out that in these experiments the duration of frying was kept constant, which means that at higher temperature frying was more intensive. This is not practice-oriented: higher temperatures are used to shorten frying and, in fact, similar product properties (such as crispiness) are achieved in less time. Reality is even more complex, as the addition of the raw French fries to the oil strongly cools the oil and temperature only recovers towards the end of the process (depending on the amount of potato added and the power for the fryer).

When considering this, dependence of temperature is weaker. In fact, clearly higher temperatures can be used in the beginning if temperature is then allowed to drop without increasing again to the initial values towards the critical last moments of frying [1]. One of the main producers of fryers confirmed feasibility, but he would only start making such fryers if there is a regulatory requirement ensuring sales.


39 Renaissance BioScience Corp.  Concluding remarks

Section 4.4.3 (lines 1788-1793): Impact of raw material, storage and processing on AA levels in food—Concluding remarks

The use of Renaissance BioScience’s acrylamide-preventing (AP) yeast technology circumvents the need for a variety of acrylamide control and reduction practices—involving a vast range of parameters and representing broad scale intervention—that are logistically and technically challenging, as well as extremely costly. The benefits of this yeast technology – which, aside from an accelerated ability to consume asparagine, is identical to parental Saccharomyces cerevisiae (baker’s yeast) in every other way – can be realized by eliminating the need for expensive changes throughout the entire food production process, from growing and handling, through manufacturing and storage of food
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Row</th>
<th>Initiatives for mitigation measures</th>
<th>Section 4.5 (lines 1798-1817): Initiatives for mitigation measures.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>Renaissance BioScience Corp.</td>
<td>Renaissance BioScience (<a href="http://www.renaissancebioscience.com">www.renaissancebioscience.com</a>) has devoted five years of research to the discovery and painstaking classical development of a yeast that naturally consumes asparagine at an accelerated rate. This acrylamide-preventing yeast (or AP yeast), which is identical to parental Saccharomyces cerevisiae (baker’s yeast) in every other way, not only virtually eliminates asparagine (and thus, the downstream formation of acrylamide), but also seamlessly and easily replaces baker’s yeast in all baking processes, thereby solving the acrylamide problem in the final baked product. Our AP yeast can be reliably produced in the quantities required for food manufacturers, is in long-term testing with a large number of major food manufacturers and will be available for commercial sales in 2015. Its ease of use makes it ideal for any size food manufacturer or processor ranging down to the home kitchen, and will make it an invaluable addition to the AA reducing toolbox as a fast-emerging natural acrylamide-preventing food processing technology that food manufacturers will find efficient and reliable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41</td>
<td>European Potato Processors’ Association (EUPPA)</td>
<td>EUPPA (European Potato Processors’ Association) thanks EFSA for the public consultation on its draft Scientific Opinion on acrylamide in Food. EUPPA supports the development of evidenced-based public health policy, underpinned by robust science and welcomes the call for further diet studies to improve risk assessment. The industry is committed to ensuring that acrylamide in food is kept as low as reasonably practicable and will continue to support the monitoring and reporting of acrylamide occurrence data. Since the beginning, the European potato industry has contributed to development of tools (Food Drink Europe Toolbox, pamphlets, goodfries.eu website, training webinars, etc.) and will continue efforts to mitigate acrylamide in potato products. To help consumers to prepare products in home to acceptable levels the industry has modified the cooking recommendations on product packaging as of 2004 to clarify the method to achieve an optimal sensory quality while limiting the potential formation of acrylamide in the cooked product. Furthermore, EUPPA set up a website <a href="http://www.goodfries.eu">www.goodfries.eu</a> in 28 languages, which provides crucial information on how to prepare potato fries in a healthy way. The website contains an instruction video, as well as printable instructions, which can be placed in both...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Outcome of the public consultation:

**Scientific Opinion on acrylamide in food**

EUPPA will continue its active contribution to Food Drink Europe works, in partnership with EFSA, the European Commission and Member States to reduce consumer exposure to acrylamide in food. EUPPA is also working with its supply chain partners to achieve the best results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>42</th>
<th>FoodDrinkEurope (FDE)</th>
<th>Initiatives for mitigation measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lines 1794-1873 371 characters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Line 1818 states &quot;In addition to the AA toolbox, FoodDrinkEurope, in close co-operation with the European Commission and national authorities, has published pamphlets in 22 European languages&quot;. In fact these pamphlets are currently available in 23 European languages (Norwegian translations being added in 2011). In addition Croatian language translations of the pamphlets are currently awaiting publication.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>43</th>
<th>Kantonales Labor Zürich</th>
<th>Initiatives for mitigation measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Section 4.5 on mitigation should be completed by successful measures which underline that improvements are feasible, such as those in Switzerland with regard to potato products. Use of asparaginase is another successful measure that was not adequately addressed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>French fries</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>For “industrial” potatoes, i.e. those intended for prefabricates such as French fries, Rösti, and croquettes, Swisspatat (controlling the Swiss trade of potatoes; [1]) sets a minimum quality defined (among other parameters) by a frying test (browning after standardized frying). Calibrated in terms of reducing sugars this minimum corresponded to 0.76 g/kg fructose + glucose [2]. An exception with a far lower baking note is made for the one potato variety (Innovator) that is used for the international fast food chains: these insisted in selling “Western style” French fries with stronger browning.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In the Swiss monitoring 2007-2009, the mean concentration in the French fries prefabricated for the normal Swiss market was 0.35 g/kg (n=92) while that for the “Western style” French fries was 1.38 g/kg (n=38) [3]. Already in 2004 the AA concentrations in “normal” French fries sold in restaurants was usually between 50-100 µg/kg [4,5], in the monitoring 2007-2009 the mean concentration was 84 µg/kg, which is far below the values mentioned in the draft opinion. In the same period, the mean AA concentration in the “Western style” French fries was 345 µg/kg. In fact, as easily noticed, “normal” French fries in Swiss restaurants are less brown than elsewhere – and nobody complains. Switzerland hardly imports potatoes, in particular none from warmer countries in late spring for producing French fries, which means that tubers are stored up to the next harvest.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|    | This demonstrates the feasibility of substantial improvement: it is the proof that French fries with less than 100 µg/kg
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>44</th>
<th>Frozen Potato Products Institute (FPPI)</th>
<th>Initiatives for mitigation measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AA can be produced in practice and that the indicative value in Commission Recommendation 2013/647/EU (600 µg/kg) is far too high if health concerns are taken serious.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Potatoes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rösti, hash browns, Bratkartoffeln and similar products are easily the far dominating source of exposure to AA for some consumers. As the reducing sugars had been too high during most of the year (storage at 4 °C), in 2004 a separate line of tubers intended for these critical applications were introduced: tubers of suitable varieties are stored at about 8-9 °C to prevent liberation of reducing sugars and sold by the retail market (even by German retailers – which do not offer this on their home market). Concentrations of reducing sugars are, in fact, substantially lower [3].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As a trade association representing the producers and processors of frozen potato products, the Frozen Potato Products Institute (FPPI) respectfully submits the following comments to the EFSA Panel on Contaminants in the Food Chain regarding the draft Scientific Opinion on Acrylamide in Food.

- Section 4.5 (Line 1794): It is important that risk-benefit tradeoffs be considered when considering specific mitigation strategies. The Codex Alimentarius Code of Practice recognizes this principle, explaining that “[m]easures aimed at reducing levels of acrylamide cannot be taken in isolation from other considerations.” According to the Code of Practice, “[p]recautions need to be taken to avoid compromising the existing chemical and microbiological safety of the food” and to ensure the “nutritional qualities of products… remain unimpaired.” Some of the mitigation measures have been proven difficult to translate from the laboratory bench to the manufacturing facility floor. FPPI
| 45 | Association of the German Confectionery Industry (BDSI) | **Initiatives for mitigation measures** |

Pease insert on page 52/53 (section 4.5. Initiatives for mitigation measures) from Line 1824 the **red marked text: In Germany, a concept of minimising AA concentrations in foodstuffs was already introduced in 2002 (Göbel and Kliemant, 2007). Foodstuffs analysed within official food control were compiled and classified into certain food groups. Those foods which make up the 10 % most contaminated products in each group were identified. The lowest of the AA contents of these upper 10 % is the so-called „signal value” for this group. If the signal value is higher than 1 000 μg/kg, the signal value will automatically be 1 000 μg/kg. Additionally, an observation of single products stemming from producers with an important market position was performed. If AA concentrations were found above the signal value, the competent authorities contacted the respective food producer and entered into the minimisation dialogue to check whether ingredients or processes could be changed to minimise AA contents, and which changes this could be. The signal values were updated annually by the German Federal Office for Consumer Protection and Food Safety (BVL). Once calculated, signal values were not raised as long as this minimisation concept was pursued, but were maintained or lowered. This means that AA contents in relevant foods will be continually reduced if the minimisation measures are successful. Food with AA contents of more than 1 000 μg/kg and from food groups for which no signal values have been set will automatically be included in the minimisation dialogue described above. The far-reaching successes of the minimisation efforts undertaken in Germany are documented by the continuously lowered signal values (Raters, Matissek 2012). The German national minimising concept with the calculation of signal values was widely replaced in 2011 with the introduction of EU wide indicative values.**

In 2009, BVL summarized the AA concentrations which formed the basis for the calculation of the German signal values in order to explore the effectiveness of the mitigation measures. While the decrease of the mean AA concentrations in potato chips pointed to a successful application of the toolbox by food industry during the standardized industrial production of this potato product in the observed time span, the course of the mean AA concentration in French fries and potato patties showed either a stagnation or considerable variation. This may be partly due to the inclusion of samples from households and small snack-bars with no standardized food preparation. The effectiveness of the minimisation measures implemented in potato crisp production in Germany since April 2002 is documented by the regularly updated weekly mean values (Raters, Matissek 2012).33

A similar variation of the mean AA concentration over time was seen for gingerbread, a traditional spicy Christmas cookie and crispbread, which is probably due to the use of different traditional recipes and manufacturing processes, often in small bakeries, that are not applying the same effective mitigation measures as the bigger food industries.

In the footnote at the end of page 53 the following must be added:

| **Outcome of the public consultation:** Scientific Opinion on acrylamide in food | **In the Reference-List the following must be added:**  
|---|---|
| **46** | Chilean Food Quality and Safety Agency (ACHIPIA) | **Food consumption**  
The food consumption data base in Europe is fundamental, specifically regarding the type of food and its consumption according to the age group. It is important, however, to specify the type of food, its elaboration and preparation.  
There is a lot of information in this regard by consumption surveys, but there are differences in the data, since natural variables concerning raw materials, additives, mitigation processes, industrial or home processing, storage, affect the results. The AA content can have significant variations in the same food processed by different companies or in batches of the same food produced by the same company (Chilean data). |
| **47** | FoodDrinkEurope (FDE) | **Food consumption**  
Line 1860: Spelling of "recipes" (currently reads “recipies”)  
Line 1902: The term ‘coffee Americano’ is not a common term across Europe. We would propose to replace it with ‘drip filter coffee’. |
| **48** | Frozen Potato Products Institute (FPPI) | EFSA’s Comprehensive European Food Consumption Database  
As a trade association representing the producers and processors of frozen potato products, the Frozen Potato Products Institute (FPPI) respectfully submits the following comments to the EFSA Panel on Contaminants in the Food Chain regarding the draft Scientific Opinion on Acrylamide in Food.  
Section 5.1 (Line 1889): In determining the consumer intake of fried potato products, EFSA relied on some consumer surveys that assume if during a same meal both potato and oil or fat for frying were consumed, and the oil/fat represented more than 5% of the total consumption of potato and oil/fat, the potato was fried. This assumption may greatly overestimate the actual consumer intake of fried potato products. According to the United States National Nutrient Database for Standard Reference (Release 27) (http://ndb.nal.usda.gov/) published by the United States Department of Agriculture, French fries sold in restaurants typically contains more than 10% oil/fat. Moreover, the same database also reports that potato salad, which contains both potatoes that are usually boiled and oil/fat, has more than 5% oil/fat of the total consumption of potato and oil/fat. FPPI recommends that EFSA reconsider whether 5% is the proper cut-off for assuming the potato was fried in consumer surveys. |
| **49** | European Coffee Federation (ECF) | EFSA’s Comprehensive European Food Consumption Database  
line 1902: The term ‘coffee Americano’ is not a common term across Europe. We would propose to replace it with ‘drip filter coffee’. |
The exposure assessment was based on total diet studies through reminder surveys (24-48 hours), considering only those people who replied for more than 2 days, so as to base the study on chronic users. As set forth, Europe is considered to have a good data base, since studies from 17 countries from 2000 to 2012 could be collected. However, a single estimation for European population is not possible due to disparity in the data.

In addition, the determination of exposure to AA was based on a specific group of foods, through the analysis of each one of them. This can be a weakness due to an overestimation of the exposure to AA, because it is not considered as total diet.

It is of concern that children, infants and babies are the most exposed groups to dietary acrylamide, probably because of acrylamide levels in breakfast cereals, potato chips and snacks, their frequency of consume and dietary habits.

Jecfa calculated 1.0 resp. 4.0 µg/kg bw/d in 2005 and did the same in 2010 because “neither the estimated average acrylamide exposure for the general population ... nor the exposure for consumers with high dietary exposure ... had changed” (JECFA, 2010: 7). In 2014 EFSA summarized the results of the monitoring period from 2007 to 2010, concluded that “the trend analysis did not show any major changes in AA levels” (EFSA, 2014: 43, 1465) and calculated an exposition of 0.5 resp. 1.0 µg/kg bw/d. The BfR updated its exposure assessment in 2011, also based on monitoring data. The result was a average exposure of 0.14 and a high exposure of 0.39 µg/kg bw/d. These values were so low that BfR assumed that the German data probably did not cover all foods which contain acrylamide and calculated the MOE on the basis of exposure data from a biomarker study (BfR, 2011).

It is surprising that the German monitoring data does not cover all relevant foods. It is also surprising that the data quality is so poor on the European level. DG Sanco started its database already in 2002 (IRMM, 2006). In 2007 the Commission published guide-lines about the data to be delivered (EC, 2007). In 2014 EFSA finally states “that a reliable Europe-wide temporal trend analysis is not feasible” (EFSA, 2014: 43, 1460) and suggests – after twelve years of acrylamide in food – a longer monitoring period.

The exposure assessments differ considerably. They are based on weak monitoring data. Furthermore it is questionable whether it is appropriate to calculate the exposition by multiplication of monitoring data by food consumption data. Many European food safe-ty authorities as well as FDA and Health Canada launched exposure assessments in the course of time. Hardly anybody published the complete data, i.e. portion size and moni-toring data for each product, which makes the exposure assessments comprehensible. In 2002 the NFCA calculated the exposure of high consumers on the basis of a portion of 30 g French fries per day (NFCA, 2002), while BgVV estimated 236 g for one portion of ready-to-eat French fries (BgVV, 2002 b). If you combine both figures you get the result that the average high consumer eats one portion French fries per week. In Germany-ny 6.5 Million working people have lunch in 10,000 canteens, and their favorite dish are French fries (Gerber, 2010). One can assume that a lot of German people

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>50</th>
<th>Chilean Food Quality and Safety Agency (ACHIPIA)</th>
<th>Human exposure assessment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>51</td>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>Human exposure assessment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1: Human exposure assessment**
eat more French Fries than the average high consumer. Mestdagh et al. (2007) chose a method closely connected to real life when they measured the exposure of people who had lunch at a canteen. The exposure after one meal was 0.4 µg/kg bw/d, i.e. nearly as high as the average exposure according to EFSA in total should be.

Another aspect which leads to low exposure assessments is the way to determine what a high consumer is. Those who consume high amounts of a product are not necessarily the most exposed consumers. According to the EFSA monitoring data 2010 the maximum level in French fries was 2,174 µg/kg, while the median level was 240 µg/kg (EFSA, 2012: 21). If somebody eats one portion of highly contaminated French fries, he/she consumes 510 µg acrylamide. The same person could have nearly ten portions of moderate contaminated French fries before reaching the same level of exposure.

Conclusion and References follow in a separate comment

(Please read my comment as a whole. I sent it via E-Mail)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Methodology**

Scenarios: Exposure estimates should go into two directions: (i) population-oriented estimates (as presented in the draft opinion) to conclude that the MOE indicates a concern; (ii) exposure modeled by scenarios of consumer habits (combinations of food consumption with estimated AA-concentrations). Scenarios enable the detection of extreme exposures that are missed by statistical approaches. Even if only, e.g., 1% of the population practices a given scenario, this relates to a large number of humans. Furthermore, scenarios yield data to set priorities and show which measure could help which consumers in reducing his/her exposure. They also enable determining the limits up to
which given measures may reduce exposure, perhaps concluding that certain practices should be avoided. The BfR has done this at an early time, I did this later on [1].

In the present draft the modeling approach is not even addressed, even though important additional conclusions could be drawn – in particular it must be assumed that for some consumers exposure is markedly higher than now assessed.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Food grouping</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>54</td>
<td>Joint submission by the UK Committee on Toxicity (COT) and UK Committee on Carcinogenicity (COC)</td>
<td>Food grouping</td>
<td>The use of the scenario modelling is appropriate but the base-line scenario is not sufficiently explained.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55</td>
<td>European Coffee Federation (ECF)</td>
<td>Food grouping</td>
<td>Line 2003: The term ‘coffee americano’ is not a common term across Europe. We would propose to replace it with ‘drip filter coffee’.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>European Coffee Federation (ECF)</td>
<td>Food grouping</td>
<td>Line 2006-2008: The dilution factor used to recalculate from coffee substitutes (solids) to coffee substitutes (beverage) is 0.125. This is not in accordance with actual market practice and advice for product preparation. The dilution factor should be 0.02. (More specifically, the dilution factor of 0.02 only applies to ‘as sold’ soluble coffee substitute products and a different factor in the same magnitude as the dilution factor for drip filter coffee should be taken for ‘as sold’ roast &amp; ground coffee substitute products).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>FoodDrinkEurope (FDE)</td>
<td>Food grouping</td>
<td>Line 2003: The term ‘coffee americano’ is not a common term across Europe. We would propose to replace it with ‘drip filter coffee’. Lines 2006-2008: The dilution factor used to recalculate from coffee substitutes (solids) to coffee substitutes (beverage) is 0.125. This is not in accordance with actual market practice and advice for product preparation. The dilution factor should be 0.02. (More specifically, the dilution factor of 0.02 only applies to ‘as sold’ soluble coffee substitute products and a different factor in the same magnitude as the dilution factor for drip filter coffee should be taken for ‘as sold’ roast &amp; ground coffee substitute products).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58</td>
<td>The Royal Belgian Association of the Biscuit.</td>
<td>Food grouping</td>
<td>Subject: Use of the gingerbread and lebkuchen data as AA value for speculaas in the exposure scenario</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Outcome of the public consultation:
Scientific Opinion on acrylamide in food

**Chocolate, Pralines and Confectionary (Choprabisco)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chapter/Section</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Food grouping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Line nrs: line 1997 – 199 on page 57 and line 9344 on page 240

In Table D1 (page 240) the occurrence data of food category 6.4 (Gingerbread and Lebkuchen data - 407 µg/kg - are used for speculaas in the baseline exposure scenario. This does not correspond to the real occurrence data for speculaas since 2010. In our opinion it is more appropriate to use the occurrence data of food category 6.3 (Biscuits and wafers) : 201 µg/kg. Speculaas is a biscuit and the composition and processing are not comparable to the composition of gingerbread or lebkuchen. For speculaas the AA value decreased significantly between 2007 and 2012 by using mitigation tools.

Data for countries with a significant consumption of speculaas:

- **Germany:**
  The Bfr reported: a decrease from 356 µg in 2005 to 163 µg/kg in 2010 (page 43 in the linked report) [http://www.bfr.bund.de/cm/343/acrylamid-in-lebensmitteln.pdf](http://www.bfr.bund.de/cm/343/acrylamid-in-lebensmitteln.pdf)

- **Belgium:**
  Measured by Belgian authorities:
  Period 2009 – 2013: n = 8 mean AA content 283 µg/kg
  Comment on the 2009 – 2013 figures: The sampling might have been oriented to selective sampling, due to frequent exchange of information between CHOPRABISCO (The Royal Belgian Association of the Biscuit, Chocolate, Pralines and Confectionary) and the Belgian authorities on mitigation results.

- **CHOPRABISCO**
  A survey in 2014 showed that the mean AA value of speculaas consumed in Belgium is < 200 µg/kg

- **France:**
  Most of the speculoos consumed in France is produced in Belgium
  A survey in 2014 by CHOPRABISCO showed that the mean AA value of speculaas consumed in France is < 200 µg/kg

**Austrian Agency for Health and Food Safety (AGES)**

- Line 2047: Regarding the left-censored management, why does EFSA refer to the WHO guidelines (GEMS/Food-EURO, 1995) and not to the EFSA document (Guidance of the Scientific Committee on a request from EFSA related to Uncertainties in Dietary Exposure Assessment, w006)?
| 60 | Austrian Agency for Health and Food Safety (AGES) | Exposure calculation | Line 2055: Adding of “resulting in a distribution of exposure” → “..consumption for each food with the corresponding mean contamination, resulting in a distribution of exposure, summing up the respective…” |
| 61 | Joint submission by the UK Committee on Toxicity (COT) and UK Committee on Carcinogenicity (COC) | AA exposure levels across the different population groups | The exposure estimates in Table 8 appear very similar and it is not possible to determine if the levels are really different. Members asked if it was possible to comment on the uncertainties around the means. |
| 62 | Austrian Agency for Health and Food Safety (AGES) | AA exposure levels across the different population groups | Line 2078: According to AA-exposure, only the Lower Bound - and the Upper Bound-approach are used. Why not the Medium Bound (MB)? In the lines 2047-2050 the MB approach is also mentioned. |
| 63 | FoodDrinkEurope (FDE) | Food contributing to the total AA exposure | Lines 2066-2130: We would suggest the section on exposure is very interesting and useful to readers. % contributions to intakes are highlighted for some groups and some products on page 60. However, this is an incomplete and selective summary, making it difficult to read. It would be very useful to provide a full report of the actual % contributions to exposure for each food group and each population category. |
| 64 | FoodDrinkEurope (FDE) | Brand loyalty | Lines 2220-2259: The calculations performed here do not appear to be about loyalty to a particular brand, but loyalty to a particular product category under the terminology “potato crisps”.

Our understanding is that the analysis compares intakes calculated on the basis that all potato crisps consumed are “made from fresh potatoes through continuous process”, with intakes calculated assuming all potato crisps that are consumed are “made from potato dough”.

"Brand” does not appear to play any role here. This would also appear to be the same with the coffee intake calculations.

We would suggest that the title of this section needs to more closely reflect the calculations that have been undertaken e.g. Loyalty to particular product sub-type or category. This would also require amendment within the Summary. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Joint submission by the UK Committee on Toxicity (COT) and UK Committee on Carcinogenicity (COC)</th>
<th>Potential non-dietary sources of exposure</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>65</td>
<td>This section could be expanded, and should include quantitative data on other sources wherever possible (or note when this is not possible) which would allow for a better understanding of the contribution of dietary exposure and would aid in interpreting the epidemiological studies and risk characterisation. This particularly relates to quantification of acrylamide exposures in smokers and also from environmental tobacco smoke. Data from studies that have measured haemoglobin adducts as an index of internal dose may be particularly helpful in this regard, but other analytical approaches could also be useful (e.g. estimation of inhaled doses, given measured concentrations in the air of workplaces).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>FoodDrinkEurope (FDE)</th>
<th>Hazard identification and characterisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>66</td>
<td>Line 2460 onwards: Clarity of the text on hazard identification and characterisation. In the section on hazard identification and characterisation (page 72 onwards) numerous studies are reviewed by CONTAM Panel and their conclusions are summarised. The conclusions and discussions of the CONTAM Panel are then presented. However the Panel’s conclusions and discussions frequently appear within the body text rather than as a distinct numbered subsection. This format means that it is, in some instances, difficult to read and digest the information that is being presented. 7.3.5.2. Developmental toxicity Line 5532: Spelling &quot;from&quot; (currently reads &quot;form&quot;)- Additional scientific papers for consideration by the EFSA CONTAM Panel. Recognising that the draft Scientific Opinion is based upon scientific papers available in open literature until May 2014, we note that subsequent to this date there have been a number of scientific papers in final publication which may be of relevance and could be considered by the EFSA CONTAM Panel. Whilst not intended to be a comprehensive list of new publications these papers include: Dietary Acrylamide and Human Cancer: A Systematic Review of Literature. Nutr Cancer. 2014 Jul;66(5):774-90. doi: 10.1080/01635581.2014.916323. Epub 2014 May 29. Virk-Baker et al. Dietary intake of acrylamide and esophageal cancer risk in the European Prospective Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition. Cancer Causes Control. 2014 May;25(5):639-46. doi: 10.1007/s10552-014-0359-5. Epub 2014 Feb 16. Lujan-Barroso L et al Risk assessment, formation, and mitigation of dietary acrylamide: Current status and future prospects. Food Chem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frozen Potato Products Institute (FPPI)</td>
<td>Hazard identification and characterisation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As a trade association representing the producers and processors of frozen potato products, the Frozen Potato Products Institute (FPPI) respectfully submits the following comments to the EFSA Panel on Contaminants in the Food Chain regarding the draft Scientific Opinion on Acrylamide in Food.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Section 7.4.1.2.6 (Line 6583)

  There is no conclusive scientific evidence that support a relationship between dietary acrylamide intakes and increased risk of cancer. EFSA references Lipworth et al., 2012 to support its position in the scientific opinion that the current review papers did not provide a quantification of cancer risk. FPPI recommends that EFSA incorporate the entire conclusion of Lipworth et al., 2012: “we found no consistent or credible evidence that dietary acrylamide increases the risk of any type of cancer in humans… In particular, the collective evidence suggests that a high level of dietary acrylamide intake is not a risk factor for breast, endometrial, or ovarian cancers… In conclusion, epidemiological studies of dietary acrylamide intake have failed to demonstrate an increased risk of cancer…”

- Section 7.5.2 (Line 6935)

  In calculating the margin of exposure, EFSA used the carcinogenic data developed with the Harderian gland of rodent. As humans do not have Harderian gland, the relevance of using this endpoint to translate carcinogenic potential to humans is highly suspect. Although the metabolism pathways of acrylamide are similar in rats and humans, there might be significant quantitative differences in terms of sensitivity for different species. Additionally, for these types of assessments, it seems more appropriate to use the BMDL10 values based on rodent mesothelioma or sarcomas models listed in Table 28 to develop a margin of exposure. FPPI recommends that EFSA reconsider whether the risk assessment should be based on the BMDL10 value derived from the Harderian gland of rodent.

  As discussed above, given the uncertainties in the acrylamide dietary exposure and the evolving state of understanding of acrylamide toxicity, FPPI encourages EFSA to ensure that the final scientific opinion make it clear that there is no conclusive evidence that acrylamide presents any human safety concern at the current levels of dietary exposure.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Proposal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>Joint submission by the UK Committee on Toxicity (COT) and UK Committee on Carcinogenicity (COC)</td>
<td>Toxicokinetics</td>
<td>Greater consideration could be given to potential impact of CYP2E1 being polymorphic in humans, highly inducible by alcohol, and expressed in Clara cells. It is recommended that a detailed analysis be made of kinetic differences between the inhalation and oral routes in humans, and also between human and animal exposures to investigate further the differences in susceptibility to tumours between species and following different routes of exposure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>69</td>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>Absorption and distribution</td>
<td>We suggest adding the following text to the section on Placental transfer, p. 76, l. 2629: “Similarly, in a study, which included 1,101 cord blood samples and 172 maternal blood samples from Greece, Spain, England, Denmark and Norway (Pedersen et al. 2012), the median acrylamide Hb adduct levels in cord blood were approximately half of the levels in paired maternal blood. Hb adduct levels in cord blood were positively correlated with both maternal acrylamide ((r = 0.95)) and glycidamide Hb adducts ((r = 0.94)).”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>Joint submission by the UK Committee on Toxicity</td>
<td>Studies in mice</td>
<td>The COC agreed that the Harderian gland was an appropriate tumour to use for the BMDL derivations. Whilst not</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Outcome of the public consultation: Scientific Opinion on acrylamide in food
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>71</td>
<td>Istituto Superiore di Sanità (ISS)</td>
<td>Reproductive toxicity</td>
<td>Overall, in this section I recommend to clearly separate the older studies (i.e., those performed before the JECFA assessment in 2005) from the more recent studies: for instance, it is unclear why (Zenick et al., 1986) is currently reported at lines 5240-2 amidst studies published in 2012-13. For older studies a short, general description might be sufficient. Conversely the section should concentrate on describing and discussing more recent studies, that are, in fact, thise providing more reliable and accurate information.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>72</td>
<td>Istituto Superiore di Sanità (ISS)</td>
<td>Reproductive toxicity</td>
<td>General comment: There are evidence that immature animals are more sensitive to AA testicular effects compared to adults (see e.g., Takahashi et al., 2011, and also Koyama et al. 2011a, in the genotoxicity section). Moreover, the opinion identifies AA as a potential developmental toxicant. Therefore, a remarkable gap is the lack of a up-to-date extended one-generation or two-generation study in order to assess the effects on reproductive development and maturation upon pre- and post-natal continuous exposure. The only available study seems that by Tyl et al. (2000a): as it is reported (lines 5319-29 in the ensuing section 7.3.5.2. “developmental toxicity”) this study only investigated gross endpoints of reproductive “performance” (e.g., number of implantations and live pups) and apparently it does not meet current standards. The lack of up-to-date one- or two-generation studies investigating the AA effects on reproductive (especially male) development should, thus, be noted in the Opinion.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 73   | Istituto Superiore di Sanità (ISS) | Reproductive toxicity | Lines 5254-5269: GA study (NTP, 2013, draft report): it is not clear the correspondence between the GA dose level and the AA intake that may produce that internal GA exposure. 

The whole opinion is based on risk assessment of AA exposure; thus such information would be useful to assess the possible relevance of this data for the characterization of reproductive hazards. |
| 74   | Istituto Superiore di Sanità (ISS) | Reproductive toxicity | Lines 5270-87: It is not clear the basis to derive the proposed reproductive NOAEL of 2 mg/kg. |
The study by Tyl et al. (2000a) should not be used to establish the validity of data, as it has been discounted by more recent and solid evidence.

It is surprisingly that dose-related degeneration of the testicular germinal epithelium is questioned as adverse effect, as it is a pathologic alteration.

It is long-time established knowledge that the rodent spermatogenesis has a much greater functional reserve than the human one, i.e., a 20% reduction in spermatogenesis has no impact on reproductive performance in rodents while it may have an impact in humans. Therefore, an appropriate NOAEL for male reproductive toxicity should consider the histopathology of testis (and accessory glands) and sperm parameters as potentially human-relevant endpoints, even in the absence of an appreciable decrease of male reproductive performance which might remain undetected in rodent standard studies.

It is also questionable the relevance of the comment that this lesion was not observed in two old (Johnson et al., 1986; Friedman et al., 1995) and two recent (NTP, 2012, 2013) 2-year studies. Testicular lesions in such studies can easily be obscured by aging-related changes, whereas this does not occur in repeated-dose toxicity studies using young adult animals.

Thus, the NOAEL for male reproductive toxicity could be reconsidered, with a strong focus on the studies performed after 2005 and assessing testicular histology and sperm parameters;

| Lines 5270-87: Istituto Superiore di Sanità (ISS) | Reproductive toxicity | Lines 5270-87: It is not clear why, with several recent reproductive studies investigating the same dose range and showing effects, no attempt to calculate a BMD10 for male fertility effects is made. |
| Lines 6906-7: It is stated that “The data on effects of AA on male reproduction were not suitable for dose-response modelling” however, no clear explanation is provided about why deriving a BMD10 is unfeasible. |
| Since reproductive effects are identified as an important issue, this point could be discussed with more detail. |

| Lines 5562-7: Istituto Superiore di Sanità (ISS) | Reproductive toxicity | Lines 5562-7: Additional comment: the Panel should consider to establish a NOAEL (or BMD10) for the endpoint "histopathological alterations of the male reproductive tissues" |
| Additional comment: The Panel should consider to establish a NOAEL for the endpoint "persistent structural changes in the developing brain" (e.g., Ogawa et al., 2011); such NOAEL might be the basis to determine |
**Outcome of the public consultation:**

**Scientific Opinion on acrylamide in food**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Reviewer</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>78</td>
<td>Istituto Superiore di Sanità (ISS)</td>
<td>Developmental toxicity</td>
<td>General comment: As in the Reproductive Toxicity section I recommend to clearly separate the older studies (i.e., those performed before the JECFA assessment in 2005) from the more recent studies, which should be discussed and described in more detail.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>79</td>
<td>Istituto Superiore di Sanità (ISS)</td>
<td>Developmental toxicity</td>
<td>Line 5326; please could you better explain “live pups per fetus”?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 80   | Istituto Superiore di Sanità (ISS) | Developmental toxicity | Line 5491-5516: The current conclusions drawn on the study by Ogawa et al. (2012) are not clear: there is an irreversible structural change in a brain region and this is not considered adverse? As it is expressed, this seems inconsistent with the rest of the draft opinion: AA is a recognized neurotoxicant and a potential developmental toxicant, so the overall evidence may allow to assess the biological relevance of early, but persistent, brain structural changes observed in one developmental study.  
Structural changes (if dose-related and properly characterized) can have a higher relevance for human health than “behavioral” changes, where the rodent-human extrapolation can be really questionable.  
In the ensuing section 7.5.2. Dose-response assessment, lines 6900-1, it is concluded that “the most adequate endpoint for neurotoxicity was the incidence of peripheral nerve (sciatic) axonal degeneration observed in male F344 rats”, i.e., a structural effect is used to establish the current BMD10 for non-cancer endpoints.  
Therefore, the possible relevance of the study by Ogawa et al. in the definition of a developmental NOAEL could be reconsidered. |
| 81   | Istituto Superiore di Sanità (ISS) | Endocrine/reproductive toxicity | Line 5822: Should the title of this section be “Reproductive/developmental toxicity”?  
Indeed, the section discusses possible endocrine-related (as well as non-endocrine) mechanisms of reproductive/developmental effects, which are among the main non-cancer endpoints identified by the draft opinion. |
| 82 | Istituto Superiore di Sanità (ISS) | Endocrine/reproductive toxicity | General comment: The overall section is difficult to follow: what is the rationale of the sequence by which studies are presented and discussed? A more readily understandable sequence would help the reader to agree with the conclusion of the draft opinion. |
| 83 | Joint submission by the UK Committee on Toxicity (COT) and UK Committee on Carcinogenicity (COC) | Observations in humans | (a) The focus is largely on the marginal impact of relatively small and imperfectly measured variations in dietary intake, with smoking (including the additional exposure to acrylamide that it entails) treated as a potential confounding variable. However, such marginal effects are not directly relevant to the assessment of exposure-response, especially if smoking contributes more than diet to internal dose. While presentation of results stratified by smoking is helpful in this regard, it would be valuable also to consider the human evidence on risks in relation to total exposure to acrylamide from all sources. The studies that have examined risk of cancer in relation to haemoglobin adducts do this. However, the adduct levels are not necessarily representative of long term exposure.

(b) When evaluating the studies of occupational exposures, results should be set in the context of estimated internal doses as compared with those from dietary sources in the general population. It would be helpful to know whether they are likely to have been similar in magnitude or orders of magnitude higher.

(c) Another consideration should be the risk of relevant health outcomes in relation to smoking – about which there will often be quite a lot of information. Tobacco smoke contains many other toxic substances as well as acrylamide, but it seems unlikely that its other constituents would importantly protect against adverse effects of acrylamide. Thus, if smoking has a major impact on personal exposures to acrylamide, and there is good evidence that a health outcome is not importantly related to smoking, then it is reasonable to suggest that outcome is probably not caused by acrylamide. Such consideration might be relevant, for example, to colon and thyroid cancer.

(d) The review carefully presents information about stratification by smoking and results on non-smokers – it may help to state that conclusions would be similar if considering results in non-smokers or results from (the small number of studies) with information on adducts.

(e) Similarly, when reviewing reproductive and developmental outcomes, background data on associations of relevant outcomes with smoking might provide an upper estimate of risk for effects from dietary exposures to acrylamide.

(f) At several points in the section on human studies, there is reference to “subsequent quintiles”. “Subsequent” means occurring after in time, and is not the right word here. “Increasingly higher quintiles” would be better.
Outcome of the public consultation: Scientific Opinion on acrylamide in food

References to my comment:


- Naruszewicz, Marek/Zapolska-Downar, Danuta/Kosmider, Anita/Nowicka, Grazyna/Kozłowska-Wojciechowska, Małgorzata/Vikström, Anna C. & Törnqvist, Margareta, 2009: Chronic intake of potato chips in...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Joint submission by the UK Committee on Toxicity (COT) and UK Committee on Carcinogenicity (COC)</th>
<th>Occupational studies and cancer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>It was noted that EFSA had concluded that epidemiological studies of occupational exposure to acrylamide did not indicate an increased risk of cancer whereas earlier authors had judged that the evidence was suggestive of a risk (1).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Joint submission by the Committee on Toxicity (COT) and UK Committee on Carcinogenicity (COC)</th>
<th>Dietary studies and cancer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>The epidemiological studies are predominantly based on Food Frequency Questionnaire (FFQ) data. Such data are not very reliable, and the limitations should be explained better in the relevant discussion section, line 6621 onwards. In particular, a number of studies provided some validation information and this could be discussed further e.g. correlation coefficients comparing FFQ estimated intakes with those from food diaries and with measured adducts in Hb.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In relation to the case-control studies, some discussion around possible biases should be included.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lines 6147-8 refer to assessment of habitual diet 20 years before interview by a validated food frequency questionnaire. A comment about the reliability of such data should be incorporated.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The major limitation of the evidence above anything else is exposure misclassification and this should be mentioned</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Outcome of the public consultation:

**Scientific Opinion on acrylamide in food**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>Dietary studies and cancer</td>
<td>at the start of the limitations (line 6608) due to limitations in estimation of both dietary and non-dietary exposure sources. Exposure misclassification is likely to have resulted in bias towards the null and it would be helpful to discuss if this is the key factor in why epidemiological studies in the general population have not found cancer risks (in contrast to animal studies), or whether this is a question of dose.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>Joint submission by the UK Committee on Toxicity (COT) and UK Committee on Carcinogenicity (COC)</td>
<td>Epidemiological studies: pre-natal exposure</td>
<td>We recommend to cite the recent literature review by Virk-Baker et al. 2014 in the section on Observations in humans, Epidemiological studies cancer in which the authors concluded that there is limited epidemiological evidence of associations between dietary acrylamide and various cancers and that the inadequate dietary assessment used in most studies hinders. Virk-Baker MK, Nagy TR, Barnes S, Groopman J. Dietary acrylamide and human cancer: a systematic review of literature. Nutr Cancer. 2014 Jul;66(5):774-90.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>Reproductive/developmental consequences</td>
<td>Please change the word ‘showed’ with ‘suggested’ in the text of the section on Epidemiological studies: pre-natal exposure, Reproductive/developmental consequences, p. 174, l. 6685. Please add the following to the section on Epidemiological studies: pre-natal exposure, Reproductive/developmental consequences, p. 174, l. 6694 after head circumference: &quot;as well as increased risk of being small for gestational age.&quot; We suggest adding at p. 175, l. 6733 the following text: “In the study which relied on Hb adducts (Pedersen et al. 2012) monotonic dose–response associations of AA exposure with birth outcomes were observed in women who were nonsmokers in pregnancy, as well as in never-smokers, even after adjusting for passive smoking based on self-reporting or using ethylene oxide Hb adducts as biomarkers of exposure to tobacco smoke. The associations between AA exposure and birth weight were consistent across the five countries.” We would like to inform you that a study, which is not yet published, but it is in preparation, with the French EDEN mother-child cohort have estimated maternal intake of AA using FFQ and that the authors have informed us that their findings are in line with those cited by Pedersen et al. 2012 and Duarte-Salles et al 2013. In this French study of 1,471 mother-child pairs, maternal intake of AA has been assessed by combining FFQ data on maternal dietary habits with data on AA concentration in foods provided by the second French total diet study. The estimated mean ± SD of maternal dietary exposure to acrylamide during pregnancy was 18.2 ± 14.2 103 ng/day. One SD increase in the estimated maternal dietary intake of AA was associated with an increased risk of small for gestational age (OR=1.20, ...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Page</td>
<td>Author(s) and Source</td>
<td>Key Points</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>Joint submission by the UK Committee on Toxicity (COT) and UK Committee on Carcinogenicity (COC)</td>
<td>Epidemiological studies: neurological alterations&lt;br&gt; Data on exposures resulting in neurotoxicity, or discussion of why such exposures cannot be meaningfully characterised, would be helpful.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 91   | Joint submission by the Technical University of Denmark (DTU), the French Agency for Food, Environmental and Occupational Health & Safety (ANSES), and the Swedish National Food Agency (NFA Sweden) | Epidemiological studies<br> With reference to the recently released draft scientific opinion on acrylamide in food we would like to draw attention to a few important aspects of the risk assessment. First of all we are pleased to receive the first complete EFSA risk assessment of acrylamide. The opinion is very thorough and comprehensive. We are however concerned that the inconclusive nature of the epidemiological studies are somewhat interpreted to abate the otherwise clear results from the toxicological animals studies. As described by the EFSA opinion, acrylamide and its metabolite glycidamide are shown to be carcinogenic to rats and mice of both sexes. The reactive epoxide, glycidamide, has been shown to be genotoxic in vitro and in vivo. In humans as well as in rodents acrylamide is metabolised into glycidamide. Although we might not yet have the final scientific proof for acrylamide being a human carcinogen, it is most likely that acrylamide is carcinogenic in humans by the same mechanisms that causes cancer in rodents the calculated margin of exposure for neoplastic effects as calculated by EFSA, is in the range of 567-89 for the average consumer. This margin of exposure is very far from the 10.000 that would constitute a low concern (EFSA, 2012). We would suggest that the risk assessment clearly outlines the perspectives as per how unequivocal and clear results from animal toxicological studies should be interpreted in a situation where human epidemiological studies are equivocal. Furthermore, we would like to draw your attention to the reason why the human epidemiological studies are equivocal. In relation to the somewhat inconclusive situation around the epidemiological studies, we would have to maintain that this is by no means surprising. As shown in the attached, not-yet published article (Wielinga et al.). The statistical power of the hitherto conducted epidemiological studies are limited. It would be very difficult to detect the relatively low increase in cancer incidence as predicted from the animal experiments through studies with such low statistical power. In the epidemiological studies where a significant cancer effect was nevertheless found, the statistical power was most likely increased because of a more accurate estimation of the acrylamide exposure in the population investigated. In general, in cases where the epidemiological studies show clear positive (or negative)
correlations they should weigh heavily in any risk assessment.

As noted by Wielinga et al. the methodology used in the vast majority of epidemiological studies is often too insensitive to detected minor increases in cancer incidence, in particular when it is difficult to accurately determine the individual lifetime exposure of a particular substance, as in the case of acrylamide. Thus, we would suggest that the risk assessment clearly describes and outlines how the statistical power of human epidemiological studies can and should be included in the evaluation of the epidemiological evidence. It is important to note that studies with too low statistical power to detect the expected increase in cancer rate cannot show that such increase has not occurred. This advocates for caution in using the current epidemiological data to perform hazard identification and characterization. It is important to ensure that epidemiological data is not interpreted in a way that reduces the weight of evidence of animal data.

With regard to the analysis of epidemiological studies, the report lists all cancers observed in epidemiological studies one after the other. While this approach has the advantage of systematically analysing lines of evidence in response to a specific issue, it can cause the corpus of data and publications to become over-fragmented, ultimately meaning that there is not sufficient perspective to judge a set of arguments that may be a part of a continuum of similar effects.

Finally as the concept of margin of exposure is not well understood by people who are not toxicologist, it would assist the risk managers to use a more descriptive language to communicate the EFSA panels level of concern in their final risk characterization.

References
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92 Joint submission by the UK Committee on Toxicity (COT) and UK Committee on Carcinogenicity (COC) Dose-response assessment Is the proposed critical BMDL for neurological effects in rats likely to be lower than the exposures that have given rise to human neurotoxicity.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>93</th>
<th>Joint submission by the UK Committee on Toxicity (COT) and UK Committee on Carcinogenicity (COC)</th>
<th>Risk characterisation</th>
<th>The Risk Characterisation should be expanded to consider the context of other sources of exposure.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>Chilean Food Quality and Safety Agency (ACHIPIA)</td>
<td>Risk characterisation</td>
<td>In general, the presentation of identification and characterization of risk is well focused, from the absorption form of AA, metabolization, neurotoxic and genotoxic effects to carcinogenicity, among others. On the other hand, the risks on human health are the same as those communicated for the very first time by Swedish researchers in April of 2002. That is, AA is a chemical genotoxic compound and potentially carcinogenic formed in food processing of common food products like potato chips, bread, biscuits, coffee, etc. Apparently there are no concluding results since studies are not perfectly standardized. Mitigation processes in the Tool-Box are useful for the industry. New procedures have been developed and the question here is how massive is the application of these recommendations by companies producing these foods, since with the exception of some baby foods, there are no significant reductions in the levels of AA in key foods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>Chilean Food Quality and Safety Agency (ACHIPIA)</td>
<td>Risk characterisation</td>
<td>The recommended values of 0.43 ppm for Neurotixic effects is equal to 430 ppb per kg, i.e. for an adult who weighs 70 kg, daily intake should be up to 30,100 ppb. In addition, recommended value of 0.17 ppm for Neoplastic effects equals to 170 ppb for an adult who weighs 70 kg and intake should be up to 11,900 ppb. The recommended values from 2013/647/EU commission are hence adequate since enable a daily intake of products under the risk limits (0,17 mg/kg). According to EFSA, the Margin of Exposure (MOE) is low for a genotoxic carcinogenic compound. However, studies to establish safety limits in food consumption must be improved according to the exposure level and type of food. European experts concluded that there is no risk of neurotoxicity from dietary intake of acrylamide. For infants, however, in 95 percentile MOE is very close to the limits regarding to neurotoxic effects. As concerns neoplastic effects, acrylamide is an “alarming” compound considering the uncertainty values and differences among species. Thus, there is a possible risk for permanent AA intake by different age groups worldwide, with no decrease in its content in food of regular consumption. Risk characterization developed by EFSA based on different studies, age groups and focused on neurotoxic and neoplastic effects should be analyzed. However, this applies to the consumption of a food group, not the total diet.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Page 185, line 7096:

suggesting that studies in which estimated dietary acrylamide intake (e.g., assessed with an FFQ) is correlated to AA-Hb adducts are “validation studies” is overreaching. As suggested in e.g., Vikström et al., 2012, low correlations between the 2 exposure assessment methods is likely due to disadvantages of both methods. AA-Hb are prone to large intra-individual variation due to incidental intake of high-level acrylamide foods. In addition, AA-Hb are expressed per g of hemoglobin and hemoglobin levels vary intra and inter-individually due to extraneous factors, such as e.g., BMI, physical activity, heavy menstrual bleeding, alcohol intake, meat intake, etc.

### Page 185, lines 7096-7097:

uncertainties in the measurement of AA intake in epidemiological studies may hamper reliably assessing its relation with cancer risk, but it is important to stress that this will only lead to underestimation of the strength of an association when one is found.

### Page 185, lines 7099-7100:

it is questionable to state that the fact that the occupational epidemiological studies did not observe clear risks contributes to the uncertainty whether acrylamide is a human carcinogen. These occupational studies namely included nearly only men and were thus not able to show risks in women (e.g., endometrial cancer), if any. Studies in rats/mice are also performed in both sexes for a reason, I would say.

Considering the fact that multiple dietary epidemiological studies of good quality showed associations with cancer risk (mainly endometrial, ovarian cancer) and that the 2 studies on developmental toxicity (birth outcomes) performed so far showed clear reductions in prenatal growth, the impact of the uncertainties on the risk assessment of human exposure to AA through consumption of food is not moderate, but major. The risks of cancer in the epidemiological studies are namely much higher than calculated based on the rodent data (based on the rodent calculations, risks would be so low that they could never have been picked up in epidemiological studies, yet they were in some studies). In addition, if the epidemiological associations between dietary acrylamide intake and birth outcomes are true, then there is no MOE for developmental exposure at all. Can EFSA with absolute certainty exclude the possibility that humans are more sensitive to acrylamide than rodents?

The mentioned uncertainties (on pages 183-186) are miniscule compared to the uncertainty that is introduced by disregarding the epidemiological findings in the way that is done in this opinion. The studies on cancer may be limited and inconsistent and it may not be clear if the association between dietary AA exposure and birth outcomes is causal, but that does not mean that the findings can be ignored in the risk assessment and certainly not in the assessment of the uncertainties associated with the risk assessment done.

Another study on dietary acrylamide and endometrial cancer risk was recently published: Obón-Santacana M et al. Dietary intake of acrylamide and endometrial cancer risk in the European Prospective Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition cohort. Br J Cancer. 2014 Aug 26;111(5):987-97. It again showed increased risk, in never-smokers and

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>96</th>
<th>Anonymous</th>
<th>Uncertainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
never-users of oral contraceptives, a subgroup that is quite similar to the NLCS never-smoking population in which an increased risk was observed too.

| 97 | Joint submission by the UK Committee on Toxicity (COT) and UK Committee on Carcinogenicity (COC) | Uncertainty | It would be useful to summarise the most important sources of uncertainty. |
| 98 | Joint submission by the UK Committee on Toxicity (COT) and UK Committee on Carcinogenicity (COC) | Summary of uncertainties | It is unclear why the entry relating to occupational studies in Table 31 indicates underestimation of exposure/risk |
| 99 | Anonymous | Conclusions and recommendations | Page 192, recommendations:  
- Is EFSA not of the opinion that more epidemiological studies on dietary acrylamide intake and cancer risk are needed?  
- What is the opinion of EFSA on epidemiological studies on dietary acrylamide intake and neurotoxicity? Richard LoPachin has repeatedly suggested in his papers that studies in this field are indicated. Considering the fact that studies in workers have shown effects on the central nervous system and the fact that these effects may not be reversible and are thus cumulative over time suggests that chronic high dietary acrylamide intake may be able to contribute to neurological diseases such as Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease. In addition, acrylamide could perhaps also lead to impaired cognitive development. |
| 100 | Istituto Superiore di Sanità (ISS) | Conclusions and recommendations | Line 7369 and followings. Further recommendations could include:  
- adequate data on the AA effects on reproductive development and maturation (from organogenesis to puberty)  
- clarification on the relevance of possible endocrine-related mechanisms for reproductive and developmental effects as well as for tumour development in specific target tissues in rodents and humans  
- clarification on developmental neurotoxicity mechanisms and on the link between early molecular/structural changes and possible adverse outcomes in later life. |
More data on the above issues would support AA risk assessment for potentially vulnerable lifestages, like infants, toddlers and children (see also Table 29).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>101</th>
<th>FoodDrinkEurope (FDE)</th>
<th>Conclusions and recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Occurrence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lines 7171-7172: It is stated that AA was found at the highest levels in ‘Coffee and coffee substitutes’:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>a) Comparison on ‘as prepared for consumption’ only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The statement refers to acrylamide levels in ‘dry (as sold)’ coffee and coffee substitute products which are not consumed as such. This may technically be correct but is seen not relevant by the European Coffee Federation in a context of an exposure assessment and risk assessment. It may even be misleading when comparing these levels with other products which are consumed as sold. It is acknowledged that in the assessment conversion factors are being applied to result in levels as prepared for consumption, which should be the only basis for any comparison.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>We accordingly propose to avoid a comparison on a semi-finished product basis and to only compare categories/sub-categories on the basis of levels as consumed respectively on the basis of their relative contribution to the total exposure to acrylamide.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b) Assessment on relevant sub-category basis only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The grouping together of coffee and coffee substitutes in a single category is seen as inappropriate by the European Coffee Federation as these are independent sub-categories which need to be assessed separately. According to Table 6 (lines 1359-1360) the mean middle bound levels found in the sub-categories of this category are (μg/kg):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Roasted coffee (dry): 249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Instant coffee (dry): 710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Substitute coffee (dry), based on cereals: 510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Substitute coffee (dry) based on chicory: 2942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Substitute coffee (dry) unspecified: 415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>It has to be noted that the markets for coffee and for coffee substitutes are hugely different in volume. Based on Eurostat/Prodcom data we calculate that the size of the coffee substitutes market is 2.3% of that of the coffee market. The statement that AA was found at the highest levels in ‘Coffee and coffee substitutes’ gives the impression that this is the case across all sub-categories, while in fact it is correct only for the much smaller market of the chicory-based</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
coffee substitutes.

We therefore propose:

• To split the ‘coffee and coffee substitutes’ into the two sub-categories.
• To refer to acrylamide levels in coffee and in coffee substitutes as consumed

The statement that AA was found at the highest level in ‘coffee and coffee substitutes’ should be revised accordingly.

Line 1786: It is stated that ‘roasted coffee’ was found to be less contaminated than ‘instant coffee’ on basis of the analysis of the ‘dry (as sold)’ products. This is less relevant than the comparison of the levels in the products ‘as prepared for consumption’.

When taking the averages (mean middle bound values: Roast coffee: 249 μg/kg; Instant coffee: 710 μg/kg) and the dilution factors ‘Roast coffee: 0.053; Instant Coffee: 0.017) the mean level for ‘as prepared for consumption’ for roast coffee is 13.2 μg/l respectively 12.1 μg/l for instant coffee. This leads to the conclusion that levels of acrylamide in both sub-categories are at a similar/not significantly different level.

<p>| 102 | National Coffee Association USA (NCA) | Conclusions and recommendations | 1. Abstract, line 7171-7172: The statement that, “AA was found at the highest levels in ‘Coffee and coffee substitutes’, followed by ‘Potato crisps and snacks’ and ‘Potato fried products’” may be technically correct. However, it is very misleading because the levels in coffee and coffee substitutes are based on the dry product whereas the levels for potato crisps and snacks and potato fried products are based on the products as prepared for consumption. An “apples-to-apples” comparison of AA levels in coffee and coffee substitutes as consumed to AA levels in other consumed foods would show that many other food categories contain higher AA levels relative to coffee and coffee substitutes. We recommend that all comparisons of AA levels in different food categories be made in terms of food or beverage “as consumed” and that the statement “AA was found at the highest levels in ‘Coffee and coffee substitutes’,” be revised accordingly. |
| 103 | National Coffee Association USA (NCA) | Conclusions and recommendations | 2. Conclusions and recommendations, line 7171-7172: The food category “coffee and coffee substitutes” is comprised of several subcategories with very different AA levels in the dry product. As shown in Table 6 (line 1359), the mean value for “roasted coffee (dry)” is 249 micrograms per kilogram (μg/kg), as compared to mean values of 710 μg/kg for “instant coffee (dry),” 510 μg/kg for “substitute coffee (dry), based on cereals,” 2,942 μg/kg for “substitute coffee (dry), based on chicory,” and 415 μg/kg for “substitute coffee (dry), unspecified.” These data clearly indicate that AA levels differ between these categories, particularly substitute coffee based on chicory. We recommend that “coffee” and “substitute coffee” be treated as separate food categories. |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Conclusions and recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>Renaissance BioScience Corp.</td>
<td>Lines 7142 – 7146: Conclusions and recommendations. Renaissance BioScience’s (<a href="http://www.renaissancebioscience.com">www.renaissancebioscience.com</a>) acrylamide-preventing baker’s yeast has been shown in extensive testing with many commercial partners to reduce the presence of acrylamide in the spectrum of affected food products ranging from baked products, potato-based foods, to coffee and others. This acrylamide-preventing yeast (AP yeast) – which, aside from an accelerated ability to consume asparagine, is identical to parental Saccharomyces cerevisiae (baker’s yeast) in every other way – is classically developed and non-GMO and is expected to be available for commercial sales beginning in 2015. Its ease of use makes it ideal for any size food manufacturer or processor ranging down to the home kitchen, and will make it an invaluable addition to the AA reducing toolbox as a fast-emerging, natural acrylamide-preventing food processing technology that food manufacturers will find efficient and reliable. This novel emerging technology should be actively considered for inclusion in the Acrylamide Toolbox.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>Renaissance BioScience Corp.</td>
<td>Lines 7179 – 7181: Conclusions and recommendations Renaissance BioScience’s (<a href="http://www.renaissancebioscience.com">www.renaissancebioscience.com</a>) acrylamide-preventing baker’s yeast has been shown in extensive testing with commercial partners to reduce the presence of acrylamide in yeast-fermented baking products. This will eliminate the acrylamide threat in baked bread and the elevated AA presence that occurs when bread or buns are toasted in the home or restaurant. This acrylamide-preventing yeast (AP yeast) – which, aside from an accelerated ability to consume asparagine, is identical to parental Saccharomyces cerevisiae (baker’s yeast) in every other way – is classically developed and non-GMO and is expected to be available for commercial sales beginning in 2015.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>Joint submission by the UK Committee on Toxicity (COT) and UK Committee on Carcinogenicity (COC)</td>
<td>Conclusions and recommendations Given the effects on the rodent testis, a comment on the possibility of transgenerational effects, would be useful together with a recommendation for research. In relation to the third recommendation, it was noted that urinary metabolites would be unlikely to show a direct correlation to dietary exposure because of the importance of other sources of exposure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>Anonymous</td>
<td>Conclusions and recommendations Since 2010 a BMDL10 of 0.16-0.18 mg has been calculated by the international agencies instead of 0.3 mg in the time before. This means that in experimental animals acrylamide is more effective than previously assumed. The carcinogenicity of acrylamide is definitively better proven than before – a confirmation of IARC’s 1994 risk assessment. IARC (2006) explained that all substances which have been identified so far as being carcinogenic to...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
humans are carcinogenic to animals as well. One cannot conclude that each substance which causes cancer in animals must have the same effect to humans. However, according to IARC, this assumption is plausible as long as the relation has been proven sufficiently in experimental animal studies. According to the basic principles of consumer protection, regulatory measures are justified in situations as this (EC 2000) – i.e. when there is no certainty but a well-founded suspicion about the carcinogenicity of a substance.

Conclusion:

=> Moderate benefits for the consumers: The carcinogenicity of Acrylamide in experimental animals is better proven than before. One can conclude now that the substance is “very probably carcinogenic” to humans. Risk management actions would have been justified already on the basis of the 1994 risk assessment. Hence measures to reduce the exposure are strongly indicated.

(Please read my comment as a whole. I sent it via E-Mail)

References:


Anonymous

Conclusions and recommendations

In 2005, Jecfa recommended to reduce the acrylamide Levels (WHO, 2006). In the following assessments the MOE remained low and acrylamide was again called a “concern”, but no recommendations were given. Instead it did follow huge lists of research wishes. It is obvious that just more research is not in the consumers’ best interest.

After the 2014 risk assessment many questions remain open: How useful is a risk assessment without any recommendations? The risk manager is usually not an expert in epidemiology, exposure assessment and toxicology. Did DG Sanco ask for a new risk assessment without wishing a recommendation from the scientists, judging their
findings and contemplating the options to reduce the risk? What does it mean if acrylamide is called a “concern”, but no consequences follow? Does EFSA really not recommend any risk management action facing a MOE which is below 500? The BfR developed guidelines for risk assessments which provide a recommendation in every case. Consequently, it has to be mentioned explicitly when no action is recommended (BfR, 2010). Why was the concept of MOE introduced if even at a low MOE no recommendation is given? How low must the MOE be before any recommendation will be given?

A risk assessment without any recommendation is not convincing. The concept of MOE sounds plausible but it does not make sense if no recommendation follows when the MOE is as low as it is for acrylamide. Thus, the recommendation can only be reduction of the exposure – accompanied by a systematic monitoring which makes trends visible. If EFSA will not recommend the reduction, it does not act according to the principles of the MOE. In no case does the society need to spend more resources on the research on acrylamide.

(Please read my comment as a whole. I sent it via E-Mail)

Reference:


| Line 7171-7172: It is stated that AA was found at the highest levels in ‘Coffee and coffee substitutes’. |
| a) Comparison on ‘as prepared for consumption’ only. |
| The statement refers to acrylamide levels in ‘dry (as sold)’ coffee and coffee substitute products which are not consumed as such. This may technically be correct but is seen not relevant by the European Coffee Federation in a context of an exposure assessment and risk assessment. It may even be misleading when comparing these levels with other products which are consumed as sold. It is acknowledged that in the assessment conversion factors are being applied to result in levels as prepared for consumption, which should be the only basis for any comparison. |
| We accordingly propose to avoid a comparison on a semi-finished product basis and to only compare categories/sub-categories on the basis of levels as consumed respectively on the basis of their relative contribution to the total |
exposure to acrylamide.

b) Assessment on relevant sub-category basis only.

The grouping together of coffee and coffee substitutes in a single category is seen as inappropriate by the European Coffee Federation as these are independent sub-categories which need to be assessed separately. According to Table 6 (lines 1359-1360) the mean middle bound levels found in the sub-categories of this category are (µg/kg):

- Roasted coffee (dry): 249
- Instant coffee (dry): 710
- Substitute coffee (dry), based on cereals: 510
- Substitute coffee (dry) based on chicory: 2942
- Substitute coffee (dry) unspecified: 415

It has to be noted that the markets for coffee and for coffee substitutes are hugely different in volume. Based on Eurostat/Prodcom data we calculate that the size of the coffee substitutes market is 2.3% of that of the coffee market. The statement that AA was found at the highest levels in ‘Coffee and coffee substitutes’ gives the impression that this is the case across all sub-categories, while in fact it is correct only for the much smaller market of the chicory-based coffee substitutes.

We therefore propose:

- To split the ‘coffee and coffee substitutes’ into the two sub-categories.
- To refer to acrylamide levels in coffee and in coffee substitutes as consumed

The statement that AA was found at the highest level in ‘coffee and coffee substitutes’ should be revised accordingly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>110</th>
<th>European Coffee Federation (ECF)</th>
<th>Conclusions and recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
|     | Line 7186: It is stated that ‘roasted coffee’ was found to be less contaminated than ‘instant coffee’ on basis of the analysis of the ‘dry (as sold)’ products. This is less relevant than the comparison of the levels in the products ‘as prepared for consumption’.

When taking the averages (mean middle bound values: Roast coffee: 249 µg/kg; Instant coffee: 710 µg/kg) and the dilution factors ‘Roast coffee: 0.053; Instant Coffee: 0.017’ the mean level for ‘as prepared for consumption’ for roast coffee is 13.2 µg/l respectively 12.1 µg/l for instant coffee. This leads to the conclusion that levels of acrylamide in both sub-categories are at a similar/ not significantly different level. |
The conclusions and recommendations of the document from EFSA are apparently very accurate regarding the AA content in food and its potential risk for human health. The results indicate the real presence of AA in some foods. Therefore, from the revision of the document from EFSA, the Panel of Experts on Acrylamide coordinated by ACHIPIA in Chile analyzes the following points:

- The main problem lies in the disparity of results in food consumption among different European countries, for example in starchy food whose consumption is specific in certain countries. In addition, it is important to consider the source of raw materials used in the elaboration and preparation of products. It is recommended to continue the research, considering this report from EFSA.

- At a technical level, the effect of the heat load of different industry processes on AA formation must be studied. It is recommended to evaluate the effect of microstructure on the AA formation in food and its bio-availability and bio-accessibility. At the same time, since there are no concluding studies related to mutagenic effects, it is suggested further investigation to go into detail in this regard. Since there are no significant changes in most of the assessed food categories, the reliability of trend analysis and risk assessment is limited.

- It is recommended to continue the research on mitigation processes so as to reduce the AA content in fried, baked, high consumption extruded food, as well as agronomic research for the development of new varieties of low asparagine potatoes, biologic markers control of AA intake in different age groups and urinary metabolites, etc.

- Likewise, it is considered to continue the revision of research work worldwide, in which relevant subjects are studied such as AA formation and degradation kinetics, mechanisms for its reduction, instrumental methods for its determination and experimental results from both experimental models and usual processing of different foods.

- The preparation of samples (high-temperature processing) before the analysis is emphasized. This point is fundamental since insignificant differences in processing can considerably affect the results.

- Regarding analytical methods, it is important to associate studies of consumption intake in a given adult population with the determination of biologic biomarkers like AA-HB adducts, Glycidamide-HB and renal excretion metabolites. In this regard, further studies on biomarkers should be carried out in order to validate its application and reference methodology, as a solution for possible deviations caused by error in surveys. On the other hand, the scientific community points out the need for developing analytical methodologies based on more reachable that can be used in the routine control in food products.

- In regard to the risk communication, an assessment in the dissemination of this subject at consumers’ level is considered to reduce acrylamide in handling, preparation and elaboration of food. Workshops are recommended for professionals from processing industries of food with higher levels of AA, informing and disseminating mitigation
procedures (Tool Box) and including the new procedures in literature.

- The level of exposure must be on scale-level, so as to make the interpretation of results easier according to the variability of products, preparation and consumption habits.

- The diversity of raw materials for different foods, the kind of process and the type of matrix of food directly related to its chemical composition must be considered. Consequently, the type of extraction of AA must be specified according to the matrix and processing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>112</th>
<th>Chilean Food Quality and Safety Agency (ACHIPIA)</th>
<th>Conclusions and recommendations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It is important to analyze the AA intake from the point of view of total diet, not a group of critical foods, since AA intake can be overestimated. Therefore, if the intake is estimated with this methodology, it should be expressed according to extreme consumers, since if we consider it as a typical diet, AA concentration could be insignificant.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regarding procedures and/or regulations, the FoodDrinkEurope has some guidelines to reduce acrylamide in the elaboration of diverse groups of food and Codex Code of Practice’s task is to advice the authorities and manufacturers to prevent and reduce acrylamide in potato and cereals based products. This perspective includes three strategic lines: raw materials, control/addition of other ingredients and elaboration and heat treatment of foods.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It is also important to keep intact nutritional qualities, as well as organoleptic characteristics and consumer’s acceptance. It means that all reduction strategies must be assessed depending on their benefits and possible adverse effects.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Notwithstanding, the public consultation document from EFSA raises some reservations:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It is interesting that Joint FAO/WHO Expert Committee on Food Additives (JECFA) could establish concentrations with No Observed Adverse Effect Level (NOAEL) for neurologic effects and other non-neoplastic effects when reviewing the new information available.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acrylamide in breast milk is noteworthy. It is recommended, therefore, further investigation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>113</th>
<th>Anonymous</th>
<th>Documentation provided to EFSA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Some papers are not included in this draft opinion:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Mannaa F1, Abdel-Wahhab MA, Ahmed HH, Park MH. Protective role of Panax ginseng extract standardized</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Outcome of the public consultation:
Scientific Opinion on acrylamide in food

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>114</th>
<th>Novozymes A/S</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>In the paper of Hochstenbach et al. 2012, it is reported that correlations between AA-Hb and micronuclei and GA-HB and micronuclei in cord blood of 45 male newborns were 0.75 and 0.73, respectively. This is not reported on in the EFSA opinion.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>115</th>
<th>European Coffee Federation (ECF)</th>
<th>Appendices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>References pertaining to our input to section 4.4.2 &quot;Impact on processing&quot;:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>– FoodDrinkEurope Acrylamide Toolbox 13th update</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>116</th>
<th>European Coffee Federation (ECF)</th>
<th>Appendices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Line 9334-9335: The term ‘coffee Americano’ is not a common term across Europe. We would propose to replace it with ‘drip filter coffee’.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>117</th>
<th>European Coffee Federation (ECF)</th>
<th>Appendices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Line 9350: The term ‘café américano’ is not a common term across Europe. We would propose to replace it with ‘drip filter coffee’.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>118</th>
<th>European Coffee Federation (ECF)</th>
<th>Appendices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Line 9350: It would be interesting to have more details on the data for ‘Unspecified coffee (Beverage)’ since this</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>118</td>
<td>European Coffee Federation (ECF)</td>
<td>Appendices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Outcome of the public consultation: Scientific Opinion on acrylamide in food</td>
<td>covers a significant number of samples. We understand that the EFSA Evidence Management Unit is working on a few database corrections, updates and detailed data, and that the CONTAM Panel will take these into consideration in finalising the draft opinion after the consultation period. We very much welcome and appreciate this.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>119</td>
<td>European Coffee Federation (ECF)</td>
<td>Appendices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Line 9353: The dilution factor used to recalculate from coffee substitutes (solids) to coffee substitutes (beverage) is 0.125. This is not in accordance with actual market practice and advices for product preparation. The dilution factor should be 0.02. (More specifically, the dilution factor of 0.02 only applies to ‘as sold’ soluble coffee substitute products and a different factor in the same magnitude as the dilution factor for drip filter coffee should be taken for ‘as sold’ roast &amp; ground coffee substitute products).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|   |   | Line 9390: The term ‘café americano’ is not a common term across Europe. We would propose to replace it with ‘drip filter coffee’.

FoodDrinkEurope (FDE) | Appendices |
|   | Note under table C3. Lines 9334-9335: The term ‘coffee Americano’ is not a common term across Europe. We would propose to replace it with ‘drip filter coffee’.

Table D1. Line 9350: The term ‘café americano’ is not a common term across Europe. We would propose to replace it with ‘drip filter coffee’.

It would be interesting to have more details on the data for ‘Unspecified coffee (Beverage)’ since this covers a significant number of samples. We understand that the EFSA Evidence Management Unit is working on a few database corrections, updates and detailed data, and that the CONTAM Panel will take these into consideration in finalising the draft opinion after the consultation period. We very much welcome and appreciate this.

Line 9353: The dilution factor used to recalculate from coffee substitutes (solids) to coffee substitutes (beverage) is 0.125. This is not in accordance with actual market practice and advices for product preparation. The dilution factor should be 0.02. (More specifically, the dilution factor of 0.02 only applies to ‘as sold’ soluble coffee substitute products and a different factor in the same magnitude as the dilution factor for drip filter coffee should be taken for ‘as sold’ roast & ground coffee substitute products).

Table D8. Line 9390: The term ‘café americano’ is not a common term across Europe. We would propose to replace it with ‘drip filter coffee’.
Appendix B. List of studies considered in the risk assessment after endorsement of the draft opinion for public consultation

The literature search carried out to inform the draft opinion on acrylamide (AA) in food endorsed for public consultation by the CONTAM Panel on 15 May 2014 covered until 5 May 2014. Since the endorsement of the draft opinion, additional studies have been published in the open literature in relation to the hazard identification and characterisation of AA. These studies were identified and selected following the same approach as described in Appendix A of the draft opinion. The search was performed to cover until 13 March 2015.

The result of the study selection process identified 51 additional studies published in the open literature related to the hazard identification and characterisation of AA since the cut-off date of the endorsed draft opinion. The selection of the studies for inclusion or non-inclusion in the hazard characterisation was the same as for the draft Scientific Opinion.

The additional studies included in the opinion (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015) since endorsement are listed below (in alphabetical order according to the first author):


15. Manjanatha MG, Guo LW, Shelton SD and Doerge DR, in press. Acrylamide-induced carcinogenicity in mouse lung involves mutagenicity: cIIf gene mutations in the lung of big blue mice exposed to acrylamide and glycidamide for up to 4 weeks. Environmental and Molecular Mutagenesis, DOI: 10.1002/em.21939.


32. Walters B, Hariharan V and Huang H, 2014. Dietary levels of acrylamide affects rat cardiomyocyte properties. Food and Chemical Toxicology, 71, 68–73


The following studies were not considered relevant for the hazard identification and characterisation of AA, and thus not included in the opinion (EFSA CONTAM Panel, 2015) (in alphabetical order according to the first author):


Outcome of the public consultation:
Scientific Opinion on acrylamide in food

ABBREVIATIONS

AA Acrylamide
ACHPIA Chilean Food Quality and Safety Agency
AGES Austrian Agency for Health and Food Safety
ANSES Agency for Food, Environmental and Occupation Health and Safety, former Afssa
AUC Area under the curve
BDSI Association of the German Confectionary Industry
BMD Benchmark dose
BMDL 95 % benchmark dose lower confidence limit
CHOPRABISCO Royal Belgian Association of the Biscuit, Chocolate, Pralines and Confectionary
CONTAM Panel EFSA Scientific Panel on Contaminants in the Food Chain
COC UK Committee on Carcinogenicity of chemicals in food, consumer products and the environment
COT UK Committee on Toxicity of chemicals in food, consumer products and the environment
CSIC Spanish National Research Council
DTU Danish National Food Institute
EC European Commission
ECF European Coffee Federation
EFSA European Food Safety Authority
EU European Union
EUPPA European Potato Processor’s Association
FDE FoodDrinkEurope
FPPI Frozen Potato Products Institute
FFQ Food frequency questionnaire
GA Glycidamide
GEMS Global Environment Monitoring System
Hb Haemoglobin
HEATOX European Union-funded project Heat-Generated Food Toxicants: Identification, Characterization, and Risk Minimization
IARC Institute for Research on Cancer
IPCS International Programme on Chemical Safety
ISS Istituto Superiore di Sanità
JECFA Joint FAO/WHO Expert Committee on Food Additives
LB Lower bound
LOD Limit of detection
LOQ Limit of quantification
MB Middle bound
MOE Margin of exposure
NCA National Coffee Association USA
NFA National Food Agency of Sweden
NMCC Norwegian Mother and Child Cohort
NOAEL No-observed-adverse-effect level
PBPK Physiologically Based Pharmacokinetic
UB Upper bound
UK The United Kingdom
WHO World Health Organization